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Welcome!
On behalf of the AWS Worldwide Financial Services team,
I want to welcome you to our virtual re:Invent 2020!
Though this is a re:Invent like no other, our mission
remains the same: to provide you with the guidance you
need to innovate and transform on AWS. As always, you’ll
hear directly from peers across the industry as well as
AWS experts, who will share tips and lessons learned from
their experience.
This year’s conference features hundreds of technical
sessions, including more than 50 focused on Financial
Services, so we’ve created this guide to help you plan your
time and stay connected to a strong and growing
Financial Services technology community.
As always, thank you for spending your time with us,
Frank Fallon
Vice President, AWS Worldwide Financial Services

Let’s get started
To make sure you are ready to take on this year’s conference,
we’ve created this guide full of tips and tricks provided by
re:Invent alumni, teams, and staff on how to navigate our
free virtual event. Step one is to register:

Register
Step two is to take advantage of the resources outlined in
this document. We’ve curated them to help you plan a
successful agenda.
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Access hours of sessions led by AWS experts, hear
from customer and partner cloud leaders, and be
the first to learn what's next and new from AWS.
AWS re:Invent attendees should expect to:
•

Learn firsthand about AWS services from recognized world
experts.

•

We look forward to seeing you there!

Focus on key services that matter most to their businesses and
interests.

•

Get technical questions answered on the spot.

•

Receive immediate access to what’s new on the platform.

•

Most of all, enjoy themselves while learning!
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Building Your
3-Week Agenda
PRO TIP:
re:Invent sessions will also
be held in January! You will
find those sessions labeled
“Coming January 2021” in
this guide.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

Register to access the Session
Catalog and add sessions to your
calendar. Start with the Keynote
and Leadership Sessions. These
will be the base of your learning
and schedule building.

Use this guide to find Financial
Services sessions of interest and
search by session title in the
Session Catalog to add them to
your calendar.

Check out our Other
Recommended Sessions that are
outside of the FSI Track but are
highly relevant to Financial
Services professionals.
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Stay Connected

Connect

Plan Daily Debriefs

Have Fun!

Be sure to connect with your account team
and other AWS experts throughout re:Invent.

Now that re:Invent is virtual and free, there
is no reason not to invite the whole team.
Be sure to strategically conquer all of the
breakout sessions. Don’t forget to find time
to virtually reconvene your team and debrief
on their learnings.

Even though we aren’t eating chicken wings
together in person this year, make sure you
check out all of the virtual quirky activities
that we have planned for you. It wouldn’t be
re:Invent without some added fun!

PRO TIP:
Stay connected with your
AWS account team via your
workplace communication
tool for easy answers and
up-to-date information.
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Learn

SESSIONS
With hundreds of live sessions across
three weeks, you have the opportunity
to interact with a variety of technical
content geared toward inspiring your
journey with AWS. You’ll get a chance to
hear from AWS experts and customers
around the globe on best practices at all
skill levels. What’s more, you will be able
to ask our technical community any of
your burning questions about AWS
products and services. With this unique
platform, you’ll be able to tailor your
agenda to fit your schedule without
missing any essential sessions!

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
Organizations across the globe are seeking
individuals skilled in the transformative
technologies of the cloud. To meet this
growing demand, AWS Training and
Certification equips the builders of today and
tomorrow—experts and novices, practitioners
and partners—with the knowledge they need
to realize their cloud goals. Designed by the
innovators at AWS, our training supports
learners of all skill levels and our certifications
validate expertise. We’re also upskilling and
reskilling workforces through education
programs that help businesses tap into a pool
of diverse talent.

AWS DEEPRACER
AWS DeepRacer is the fastest way to
get rolling with machine learning.
developers of all skill levels (including
those with no prior machine learning
experience). You can get hands-on
with AWS DeepRacer by learning
how to train reinforcement learning
models in a cloud-based 3D racing
simulator. Attend a session to get
started, then test your skills by
competing for prizes and glory in an
exciting autonomous car racing
experience throughout re:Invent!
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Have Fun!
Join the AWS GameDay – Financial Services
This is the first industry-specific AWS GameDay event ever! Designed for
Financial Services technologists with no AWS experience, this GameDay
provides a unique opportunity to learn how to apply AWS services to
achieve Financial Services business outcomes. Participants will develop
modules required to manage an investment portfolio, including price
prediction modeling, financial news sentiment analysis, concentration risk
monitoring, and data analytics to visualize market trends. They will then
compete to select the most profitable portfolio without exceeding risk
tolerances.
On the day of the challenge, registration is first-come, first-serve. Please
note: the join link will not work until the hours leading up to the event’s
start time.
SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 2 | 9:00AM – 2:00PM (EST) AMERICAS - Join Game Here
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9 | 7:00AM – 12:00PM (EST) EMEA - Join Game Here
TUESDAY, DEC. 15 | 8:00PM – 1:00AM (EST) ASIA-PACIFIC - Join Game Here

JAMS AND GAMEDAYS
Jams and GameDays are gamified sessions that allow participants
to gain hands-on experience working through real-world scenarios
that encourage the use of a variety of AWS and Partner services.
Participants of all skill levels are encouraged to participate to
validate their existing skills while also learning new ones. There are
both time-based events and on-demand content, so come join us
and have some fun learning while also trying to get to the top of
the leader boards!
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FSI Sessions
This year’s conference features 50+
sessions focused on Financial Services.
With so much content to cover, we have
scheduled sessions throughout re:Invent
to allow you to attend the talks that
interest you most without having to miss
out due to time conflicts.
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Index: Financial Services sessions
FSI201 Financial services: Navigating change while facing forward with HSBC

CON208 GitOps compliant: How CommBank multiplied Amazon EKS clusters (Featuring Commonwealth Bank of Australia)

FSI202 JPMorgan Chase: Migrations at Scale through Cloud Blueprints and Automation

CON214 Fidelity Investments: Two years and 10,000 containers later

FSI203 AXA: Rearchitecting with serverless to accelerate innovation

CON223 AWS X-Ray & Amazon CloudWatch: Increasing visibility for ECS & Fargate (Featuring Vanguard)

FSI206 How Venmo responded to the demand for contactless payment on Amazon Aurora

CON304 Amazon ECS on AWS Fargate deep dive with Affirm

FSI302 Security at scale: How Goldman Sachs manages network and access control

DAT213 Break free from legacy commercial databases to save, grow, and innovate (Featuring FactSet)

FSI303 Fidelity Investments’ journey to operationalize cloud observability

ENT215 How Capital One manages the health of its applications on AWS

FSI205 PT1-Barclays: Transforming customer experience with Amazon Connect

ENT218 Enterprise next: Ready your enterprise for transformation at scale (Featuring Nationwide)

FSI205 PT2-Fannie Mae: Transforming loan evaluation with machine learning on AWS

GPS208 Insights and inspiration from those on the transformation path (Featuring Nasdaq)

FSI205 PT3-Capital One’s Journey to being “all in” on the cloud

MDS206 Empowering users with natural language search (Featuring Dow Jones)

AIM215 Intelligent document processing: Extract data & insights from documents

MGT291 Speed up innovation with cloud management and governance (Featuring Commonwealth Bank of Australia)

AIM310 Intelligent document processing for the insurance industry (Featuring Anthem)

MGT304 Configuration, compliance, and audit at scale (Featuring Intuit)

AIM313 Scaling MLOps on Kubernetes with Amazon SageMaker Operators (Featuring Intuit)

MGT307 How to onboard existing AWS accounts onto AWS Control Tower (Featuring Mastercard)

AIM319 A day in the life of a machine learning data scientist at JPMorgan Chase

MKT202 Ignite migration and modernization with DevSecOps (Featuring Silicon Valley Bank)

AIM320 Detecting fraud faster with Amazon SageMaker (Featuring Coinbase)

MKT207 Find, buy, and manage software on your terms (Featuring BankUnited)

ANT303 Modernize log analytics with Amazon Elasticsearch Service (Featuring Capital One)

MKT303 Balance agility and control with curated software procurement (Featuring Nationwide Insurance)

ANT305 How Goldman Sachs uses an Amazon MSK backbone for its Transaction Banking Platform

OPN307 Pronto: An IaC suite for managing Cassandra at scale (Featuring Intuit)

ANT308 How FINRA operates PB-scale analytics on data lakes with Amazon Athena

SEC306 Automated forensic artifact collection on AWS with Goldman Sachs

ANT317 Optimize Amazon Elasticsearch Service costs with UltraWarm (Featuring PayPay)

SEC310 BBVA: Data protection at scale using Amazon Macie

ANT318 The right tool for the job: Enabling analytics at scale at Intuit

SEC319 How Goldman Sachs administers temporary elevated AWS access

ANT403 Advanced search with Amazon ES (Featuring Intuit)

STG302 Data lake security in Amazon S3: Perimeters and fine-grained controls (Featuring Vanguard)

ARC202 Nationwide’s journey to a governed data lake on AWS

STG310 Modernize your applications with AWS Lambda and Amazon EFS (Featuring Asurion)

ARC203 Machine learning: Unicred’s journey from data to insight

STP201 The business case for serverless with Stedi

ARC205 Automating security the AWS Well-Architected way with WeInvest

STP203 On the money: How Paystack champions African businesses

ARC207 Architecting resiliency, recovery, and reliability: Capital One

STP209 How big data helps Konfío approve loans for Mexican SMBs

BIZ203 Responsive customer service with Amazon Connect (Featuring Accenture)

SVS201 Enabling a serverless-first Cloud Center of Excellence (Featuring Liberty Mutual)

BLC202 Customer perspective on building real-world blockchain applications (Featuring Legal & General)

SVS203 Getting started with AWS Step Functions for service orchestration (Featuring Liberty Mutual)

BLC203 Building audit-based apps that maintain data integrity with Amazon QLDB (Featuring Liberty Mutual)

SVS291 Increasing innovation with serverless applications (Featuring Capital One)

COM304 How robots can help make your AWS accounts more secure (Featuring Morningstar)

WPS302 Building analytic workloads in highly regulated environments (Featuring FINRA)
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Financial Services: Navigating change while
facing forward with HSBC

HSBC

View by region

JPMorgan Chase: Migrations at Scale through
Cloud Blueprints and Automation

JPMORGAN CHASE
AMER

EMEA

APAC

View by region

AMER

Contact

AXA: Rearchitecting with serverless to
accelerate innovation

MODERNIZATION
EMEA

APAC

View by region

AMER

EMEA

APAC

Throughout the 2020 pandemic, financial institutions have
harnessed new technologies to meet the needs of
consumers and businesses. Hear from Frank Fallon, VP of
Financial Services at AWS, how organizations are working
with AWS to become more secure, resilient, data-driven,
and innovative. Dinesh Keswani, Group CTO at HSBC, will
join Frank to discuss the bank’s collaboration with AWS to
deliver new solutions and drive transformation.

JPMorgan Chase (JPMC) is accelerating its cloud migration
by leveraging reusable cloud blueprints. Learn how JPMC is
using automated governance and compliance at scale,
leveraging the flywheel effect for acceleration. Also, learn
how JPMC defined their initial blueprints, threat modeling,
and risk mitigation controls and standardized their
offerings using AWS and infrastructure as code
technologies to provide self-service capabilities to
developers.

More than 50,000 customers use AXA’s usage-based, payas-you-drive insurance solution, which requires real-time
data processing and analytics to generate a driver score
(each moving car sends an update every second). This
session shares how AXA built its serverless solution,
lessons the company learned, and benefits it is realizing
from its architecture upgrade.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Dinesh Keswani, CTO -Shared
Services and Cloud, HSBC; Frank Fallon, VP of Financial
Services, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: JR Reid, Head of Cloud
Engineering, JPMorgan Chase; Rahul Arya, Managing
Director, Global Head of Solutions Architecture, JPMorgan
Chase; Bernie Herdan, Global Account Solutions Architect,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Vincent Hiribarren, Lead
Architect, AXA; Xavier Loup, Global Solutions Architect,
AWS
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SECURITY

GOVERNANCE

How Venmo responded to the demand for
contactless payment on Amazon Aurora

Security at scale: How Goldman Sachs
manages network and access control
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Fidelity Investments’ journey to operationalize
cloud observability

APAC
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EMEA

APAC

Venmo is an early adopter that leveraged managed
services to help fast-track their business use cases. Learn
how Venmo pilots new features quickly, including its
response to customers’ shift to contactless. Venmo piloted
a new feature to accept payments separate from the
individual owner’s account. Discover how you can leverage
AWS managed services to move to production earlier

Goldman Sachs is harnessing AWS to launch new
businesses, such as its new transaction banking platform.
This session will walk you through the evolution of the
Goldman Sachs micro-account architecture and network
design to manage access control. Learn how AWS
PrivateLink, Amazon MSK, AWS Lambda, and Amazon
Route 53 make it easy for development teams to establish
connections between accounts while retaining connectionlevel visibility, isolation boundary, and enforcement of
least privilege to ensure optimal security.

Fidelity Investments has hundreds of AWS accounts spread
across multiple AWS Regions, supporting a variety of
business units and consumed by 12,000 global developers.
This session covers a fully cloud-native, serverless solution
created by Fidelity that delivers (near) real-time, actionable
insights and enterprise-wide analytics on the operational
health of its services. Fidelity will discuss why this solution
was needed, operational insights, and how metrics
measured help improve Fidelity’s cloud operations.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Nick Ciubotariu, Chief
Technology Officer, Venmo; Pubali Sen, Senior
Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Robert Cossin, VP, Goldman
Sachs; Sujoy Saha, Associate, Goldman Sachs; Harsha
Sharma, Global Account Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: David Jackson, Principal Cloud
Architect, Fidelity Investments; Jim Long, Principal
Solutions Architect, AWS
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FSI205-PT3
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CONTACT CENTER TRANSFORMATION

MACHINE LEARNING AT SCALE

TRANSFORMATION

Barclays: Transforming customer experience
with Amazon Connect

View by region

AMER

EMEA

APAC

Fannie Mae: Transforming loan evaluation with
machine learning on AWS

View by region

AMER

EMEA

APAC

Capital One’s journey to being “all in” on the
cloud

View by region

AMER

EMEA

APAC

Last year, Barclays chose Amazon Connect to compete
with popular startups providing innovative customer
experiences in a rapidly evolving digital bank landscape.
The COVID-19 pandemic then increased the urgency of
Barclays’ Amazon Connect implementation, as the bank
needed to enable 25,000 contact center agents to work
from home, which it achieved in just six weeks. Learn how
Barclays rapidly modernized its contact center and is
transforming omnichannel customer engagement with
Amazon Connect.

Fannie Mae used AWS machine learning services to
improve its important Multifamily line of business, which
provides lenders with essential loans to buy affordable
rental units for families. Its machine learning application
can identify up to 48% of applicants that are likely to
default. This session shares practical guidance on
implementing machine learning at scale, including data
gathering and transformation using a data lake and model
transparency and explainability.

In 2015, Capital One decided to go “all in” on the cloud.
That decision set in motion a company-defining objective
to transform how it operates. Five years later, Capital One
shares its technology transformation story, from its initial
approach to this massive objective to successfully exiting
its remaining data centers in 2020. Learn how a highlyregulated financial institution harnessed AWS to change
the way it architects and deploys applications, accelerating
new product and feature delivery from months to weeks.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Sean Charlton, CIO of Contact
Centres, Barclays; Milos Cosic, Senior Worldwide
Production Apps Specialist Solutions Architect

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Subra Seshadri, Vice President,
Enterprise Architecture, Fannie Mae; Paul Jeyasingh,
Advisory Consultant, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Danny Seely, Senior Director
Software Engineer – Cloud Engineering, Capital One;
Michael Haken, Principal Solutions Architect, AWS
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Intelligent document processing: Extract
data & insights from documents

ASSET COMPLIANCE
View by region

AMER

Intelligent document processing for the
Insurance industry

Scaling MLOps on Kubernetes with Amazon
SageMaker Operators

MACHINE LEARNING
EMEA

APAC

View by region
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INTUIT
EMEA

APAC

View by region

AMER

EMEA

APAC

Financial Services companies have millions of physical
documents and forms that hold critical business data. The
documents contain structured and unstructured text and
data that are either extracted by humans or by rule-based
systems. Learn how organizations are now building
intelligent data extraction solutions leveraging intelligent
optical character recognition (OCR) and natural language
processing (NLP) services and how Assent Compliance uses
Amazon Textract, Amazon Comprehend, and Amazon A2I
to extract data from documents.

Organizations in the Insurance industry, both for
healthcare and Financial Services, extract sensitive
information such as names, dates, claims, or medical
procedures from scanned images and documents to
perform their business operations. These organizations
spend millions of dollars on time-consuming, error-prone,
manual data extraction efforts. Learn how to use Amazon
Textract and Amazon Augmented AI in four easy steps to
get your automated document processing workflow into
production, at scale.

Scaling machine learning (ML) for training and inference
on Kubernetes can be time-consuming to set up and
requires overhead to maintain production-level uptime. In
this session, learn how to run training at scale on AWS with
minimal setup using Amazon SageMaker Operators for
Kubernetes. Also, learn how set up secure, high-availability
endpoints with autoscaling policies. Additionally, Intuit
shares how it built a Kubernetes controller that wraps
around operators using SageMaker, Apache Spark, and
Argo to run world-class, high-availability systems.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Sandeep Mistry, Senior Machine
Learning Engineer, Asset Compliance; Mona Mona,
Specialist Solutions Architect AI/ML, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Reddi Gudla, Staff VP of 10x
Engineering, Anthem; Raj Copparapu, Senior PM, Tech,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Srivathsan Canchi, ML Platform
Engineering Lead, Intuit; Alex Chung, AWS
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A day in the life of a machine learning data
scientist at JPMorgan Chase

JPMORGAN CHASE
View by region

AMER

Detecting fraud faster with Amazon
SageMaker

Modernize log analytics with Amazon
Elasticsearch Service

COINBASE
EMEA

APAC
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CAPITAL ONE
AMER

EMEA

APAC

View by region
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Adherence to secure control policies and regulatory
requirements is table stakes in the financial industry.
Accelerating the adoption of ML at scale, while meeting
security requirements and providing intelligent insights to
customers, has been key at JPMorgan Chase (JPMC). Hear
how JPMC built its custom platform, Omni AI, using
Amazon SageMaker. Hear how the company turned to
AWS because it wanted to build its ML application on a
platform built for security, scale, and speed. Walk through
a day in the life of a data scientist at JPMC, and learn how
Omni AI helps improve customer service and satisfaction.

Machine learning (ML) is helping to mitigate a universally
expensive problem—fraud. This session is for data
scientists and ML developers who want to dive deep and
use prebuilt algorithms and models on Amazon
SageMaker to help their organizations spot fraud sooner.
You’ll learn how to use sample datasets, developer guides,
and architectures for each step of the ML workflow to
build, train, and deploy your fraud detection model

Amazon Elasticsearch Service is uniquely positioned to
handle log analytics workloads. With a multitude of opensource and AWS-native service options, users can
assemble effective log data ingestion pipelines and couple
these with Amazon Elasticsearch Service to build a robust,
cost-effective log analytics solution. This session reviews
patterns and frameworks leveraged by companies such as
Capital One to build an end-to-end log analytics solution
using Amazon Elasticsearch Service.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Daryush Laqab, Head of AI/ML
Product Management, JPMC; Tom Lococo, Principal TAM,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Erik Reppel, Senior ML Platform
Engineer, Coinbase; Soji Adeshina, Machine Learning
Engineer, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Seth Carroll, Principal DevOps
Engineer, Capital One; Kumar Anand, Senior Manager, Site
Reliability Engineering, Capital One; Kevin Fallis, Principal
Analytics Specialist Solutions Architect, AWS
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How Goldman Sachs uses an Amazon MSK
backbone for its Transaction Banking Platform

ANALYTICS
View by region

How FINRA operates PB-scale analytics on
data lakes with Amazon Athena

DATA LAKES & ANALYTICS
AMER

EMEA

APAC
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Optimize Amazon Elasticsearch Service costs
with UltraWarm

PAYPAY
APAC

View by region

AMER

EMEA

APAC

Goldman Sachs shares how its transaction banking
platform leverages Amazon MSK as its primary message
bus for real-time financial transaction processing. Amazon
MSK glues together the multi-account topology to enable
secure and reliable asynchronous communication by
enforcing strict mutual-TLS authentication, authorization
using access control lists, and message compatibility via
Avro schemas. The session also covers how Goldman
Sachs monitors the health of its Apache Kafka brokers and
clients using synthetic transactions and Amazon
CloudWatch/JMX metrics.

FINRA, the largest independent regulator for all securities
firms doing business in the US, regulates trading in
equities, corporate bonds, security futures, and options.
Security and SLAs are critical for FINRA to meet its
regulatory requirements. Hear how FINRA developed
applications on Amazon Athena to enable 1,500+ analysts
and business partners to securely query financial trading
data with multiple terabytes in daily updates. Learn how
FINRA operates large-scale analytics using Amazon S3based data lakes, open-source technologies, and Amazon
Athena, and hear about the techniques the company uses
to improve performance, operational efficiency, and
operating costs.

Amazon Elasticsearch Service provides a near-real-time
solution for ingesting, analyzing, visualizing, and alerting
on all of your log data. This solution can make you want to
keep all of your log data, but your costs can start to grow
as more data is stored. In this session, we talk through best
practices for optimizing your costs for Amazon
Elasticsearch Service. You also hear from AWS customer
PayPay about how it extended the period of logs it
analyzes while reducing costs significantly. Finally, the
session covers sourcing your data and configuring your
domain.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Venkatray Kamath, VP, Goldman
Sachs; Araf Sheikh, Cloud Infrastructure Engineer,
Goldman Sachs; Harsha Sharma, Global Account Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Alain Menguy, Systems Director,
FINRA; Janak Agarwal, Product Manager, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Kuria Robert Kamau, Platform
Engineer, Paypay; Jon Handler, Principal Solutions
Architect, AWS
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ANT318

ANT403

ARC202

FOCUS ON

FEATURING

FEATURING

The right tool for the job: Enabling analytics
at scale at Intuit

ANALYTICS
View by region

Advanced search with Amazon ES

Nationwide’s journey to a governed data lake
on AWS

INTUIT
AMER

EMEA

APAC

View by region

Contact

NATIONWIDE
AMER

EMEA

APAC

View by region

AMER

EMEA

APAC

Intuit’s migration from an on-premises data center to an
AWS data lake required creative solutions, both in
technology (dealing with hundreds of data sources and
leftover on-premises tooling) and in culture (requiring
engineers and data consumers to embrace the change of a
new cloud platform). This session walks through Intuit’s
implementation end to end, explaining how the company
worked with AWS to tackle these challenges by leveraging
a complex AWS analytics portfolio, including Amazon
Athena, Amazon EMR, and AWS Glue.

Amazon Elasticsearch Service (Amazon ES) supports a wide
range of search use cases, including e-commerce,
application search, web search, data lakes, and more.
Manually searching through a vast amount of data to get
accurate and relevant results is challenging. This is where
machine learning-based capabilities like k-nearest
neighbors (k-NN), learning to rank, and anomaly detection
come in. This session covers the building blocks of search,
the techniques for analyzing and scoring, and how to
apply machine learning capabilities.

Nationwide is a group of large US insurance and financial
services companies based in Columbus, Ohio. Nationwide
has more than 20 business solution areas (BSAs) and more
than 100 AWS accounts. In 2019, Nationwide worked with
AWS to architect, design, and implement a governed data
lake on AWS that allowed its BSAs to share, manage, and
catalog datasets under one governed data lake. In this
session, Jeff Anderson, Nationwide’s governed data lake
architect, and Viral Desai, AWS principal solutions architect,
discuss the journey, architecture, lessons learned, and the
road ahead.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Denise McInerney, Principal
Engineer/Data Architect, Intuit; Mehul A. Shah, GM Search
Services, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Shivang Shah, Principal Engineer,
QuickBooks Online, Intuit; Akbar Rangara, Staff Software
Engineer, QuickBooks Online, Intuit; Muthu Pitchaimani,
Analytics Specialist Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jeff Anderson, Enterprise
Architect, Nationwide; Viral Desai, Principal Solutions
Architect, AWS
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This session reviews Unicred’s journey to adopt machine
learning to better understand its customers, personalize
offerings, and reduce churn. Learn how Unicred adopted
MLflow over Amazon ECS; AWS Glue for cleansing and
normalization; Amazon SageMaker for training, simulation,
and model comparison; Amazon DynamoDB for
consumption; and AWS Step Functions as an orchestrator.
Hear how using AWS allowed Unicred to gain time to build
new features.

WeInvest has worked to ensure that its business is aligned
with AWS Well-Architected Framework best practices,
specifically from a security perspective. This session
provides an overview of the framework with an emphasis
on the security pillar, then dives deep on aspects of
WeInvest’s architecture that are fundamental to running
its FSI business in a secure manner (AWS KMS, AWS
Config, etc.). Learn about these real-world designs that
have been taken from concept to implementation and
why automation patterns have produced success within
WeInvest’s business.

Resiliency, recovery, and reliability are fundamental to
architecting applications. Each concept builds on the other
to provide a framework of architectural considerations
through different lenses. In this session, you hear a
customer view of how core applications can be
complemented by AWS services for better resiliency,
recovery, and reliability.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Amanda Quinto, Senior Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Elango Balusamy, CTO, WeInvest;
Tim Robinson, Well-Architected Geo Solutions Architect,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Tanusree McCabe, Senior
Distinguished Engineer, Capital One; Don Barber, Principal
Solutions Architect, AWS
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Responsive customer service with Amazon
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Customer perspective on building real-world
blockchain applications
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Building audit-based apps that maintain data
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COVID-19 required companies to move at unprecedented
speed to empower their employees to serve customers
remotely. In this session, AWS Partner Accenture shares
how digital innovation and resiliency went hand-in-hand
as it helped companies like SunTrust, Truist, and ESDC
enable remote workforces, rethink contact center
operations, and reimagine customer experiences with
Amazon Connect. Learn how, in just a few days, Accenture
helped ESDC handle calls from millions of people, and
hear about other ways Accenture is transforming contact
centers to be prepared for the future.

Building enterprise blockchain applications on your own
infrastructure is often expensive, complicated, and timeconsuming. Amazon Managed Blockchain makes it easy to
build scalable blockchain applications by eliminating the
need to set up and manage infrastructure. Hear how Legal
& General built estua-re, a blockchain-based pension
management system, with Managed Blockchain. In
addition, get an in-depth look at Managed Blockchain
features, APIs, and the Hyperledger Fabric SDK, and learn
how to add members and join fabric channels.

Why do you need an immutable ledger database with data
integrity? This session dives into the problems that
Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (Amazon QLDB) can
solve, and it answers your questions about when and why
you would use a ledger database. We’ll review use cases
focused on maintaining data integrity and building auditbased functionality with Amazon QLDB.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Roy Bacharach, Principal Director,
Accenture; Kentis Gopalla, SI Practice Lead CX, CC & DW,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Thomas Olunloyo, Chief
Executive Officer & Director, Legal & General; Maggie Hsu,
Senior Worldwide Blockchain Go to Market Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Bradley Todd, Senior Architect,
Liberty Mutual; Scott Hertel, Founding CTO, Osano; Dan
Blaner, Senior QLDB Specialist Solutions Architect, AWS
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Morningstar balances a self-service, decentralized account
structure with regulated industry compliance. It can be
difficult to know what is deployed across 100 accounts,
and rigid IAM policies can inhibit innovation. Learn how
Morningstar centrally achieves cloud security through
event-based and time-based scanners. The scanners use
custom scripts, AWS Lambda functions, Jira tickets, and
SES. This session delves into Morningstar’s scanner
architecture as well as how the company enables cloud
security across business units.

Learn how the Commonwealth Bank of Australia
(CommBank) built a platform to run containerized
applications in a regulated environment and then
replicated it across multiple departments using Amazon
EKS, AWS CDK, and GitOps. This session covers how to
manage multiple multi-team Amazon EKS clusters across
multiple AWS accounts while ensuring compliance and
observability requirements.

Starting in 2018, Fidelity Investments established an
application migration strategy targeting Amazon EKS as
their target platform of choice. Two years and 10,000
container deployments later, there are multiple lessons
learned from managing this large-scale implementation.
Hear Fidelity’s head of Cloud Platforms share his firm’s
journey, from key architectural decisions and driving
adoption and democratization of the platform to the
process of migrating critical on-premise applications to
Amazon EKS.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Margaret Valtierra, Program
Manager, Morningstar

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Dario Nascimento, Containers
Lead Architect, Commonwealth Bank of Australia; Michael
Hausenblas, Senior Developer Advocate, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Niraj Amin, Director, Cloud
Platform Architecture, Fidelity; Rajan Pudupatti Sundari
Jeyakodi, Director, Cloud Platform Architecture, Fidelity;
Ike Arias, Principal EKS Go to Market Specialist, AWS
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The retail business unit at Vanguard is actively building out
microservices on Amazon ECS and AWS Fargate. As more
workloads moved to AWS, the team realized that their
legacy monitoring solutions were becoming more costly to
run and didn’t provide the real-time insight they required.
This session shows how Vanguard was able to use group
collaboration to instrument X-Ray and create CloudWatch
dashboards and reduce metric latency from minutes to
near-real time to meet the objective of real-time
observability.

This session dives deep into running batch workloads on
Amazon ECS and AWS Fargate. Come learn about how
ECS and Fargate make it easy and cost-effective to run
and manage your batch jobs. Additionally, Affirm provides
insights into how it migrated its batch jobs to ECS on
Fargate and Apache Airflow and discusses the benefits
that the company achieved.

Companies are often constrained by their commercialgrade database options and want the performance of
commercial-grade databases with the pricing and
friendliness of open engines like Amazon Aurora. AWS
assists with database migration by providing tools,
programs, and experts to help cut cost and innovate
faster. Learn how FactSet achieved database freedom by
migrating from SQL Server to Amazon Aurora.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Justin Federico, Developer,
Vanguard; John Formento, Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Greg Sterin, Senior Staff
Software Engineer, Affirm; Kumail Hussain, Principal
Product Manager Fargate, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Demetry Zilberg, CTO, Factset;
Dan Neault, Director of Product Management, AWS
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As your applications grow, your resources can scale across
multiple accounts and AWS Regions. In this session, learn
how you can intelligently automate your applications on
AWS using DevOps, machine learning, and support tools
from AWS such as AWS Health, AWS Trusted Advisor,
Service Quotas, AWS Config, and the AWS WellArchitected Tool. Additionally, hear how Capital One uses
AWS Health across accounts to monitor the health of their
applications on AWS at scale.

Traditional enterprises need to innovate ever faster to
match the pace of cloud-native companies disrupting
almost every industry. By using AWS people, patterns, and
resources to drive digital transformation, Nationwide is
achieving large-scale innovation to match the heightened
expectations of its customers. This session introduces
proven methodologies that the AWS Enterprise Next
Program uses. The program is a large-scale AWS
transformation system built for enterprise organizations to
accelerate business transformation through IT innovation
and modernization.

While the value of adopting a SaaS delivery model is
compelling, the transformational nature of this journey
can be challenging. The move to SaaS often requires
organizations to rethink how they market, sell, support,
build, and operate their businesses. Navigating this path
requires business and technical teams to work much more
closely as they transition from a product to a servicecentric mindset. In this session, industry leaders from
Nasdaq discuss how they fundamentally changed their
business and technology footprints on their path to
delivering a SaaS solution on AWS.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Eli Stull, Product Manager, Cloud
Engineering, Capital One; Tipu Qureshi, Principal Cloud
Support Engineer, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ryan Hughes, VP, Cloud &
Infrastructure Solutions, Nationwide; Ryan Seaman, Head
Worldwide Enterprise Next Go to Market Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Magnus Haglind, Senior Vice
President, Head of Product Management, Market
Technology, Nasdaq; Craig Wicks, Senior Manager, Partner
Development, AWS
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Using the Amazon Kendra machine learning service, the
Wall Street Journal created Talk2020, a tool that allows
users to query thousands of transcripts from speeches and
media appearances with natural language searches. Learn
the challenges the team overcame and how working with
AWS enabled them to offer an innovative, easy-to-use
customer experience that was previously not possible.

When enterprises modernize their application
development strategies in order to serve millions of users
globally and improve developer efficiency, operations
management becomes even more crucial for businesses to
run smoothly. How can IT make operations management
and governance easy and efficient, while also enjoying the
freedom and speed of innovation that the cloud brings?
Hear from AWS senior leader Bill Vass on the future of
monitoring, management, and governance, both on AWS
and on premises.

To avoid misconfiguration issues and security breaches, it’s
crucial that you have a robust configuration, compliance,
and audit program to effectively manage AWS resources.
In this session, learn how to use AWS Config to monitor
and track resource configuration. See how AWS Config
rules and conformance packs help set desired resource
configurations, evaluate configuration compliance and risk,
and remediate configuration drift. Hear directly from
Intuit, which has been effective at managing compliance
on AWS.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ramin Behesti, CTO, Dow Jones;
Sheri Moran, Principal Global Accounts Solutions Architect,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Roshan Vilat, Head of Product,
Cloud, Commonwealth Bank of Australia; Bill Vass, VP,
Storage, Automation, & Management, AWS; Mark Carter,
GM, Observability Services, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Matt Gravlin, Principal Software
Engineer, Intuit; Archana Sridhar, Senior PM, AWS Config
Rules, AWS
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Learn the best practices for successfully managing existing
AWS accounts using AWS Control Tower. NuData Security,
a Mastercard company, discusses why it brought its 100+
AWS accounts under AWS Control Tower from the AWS
Landing Zone solution. NuData uses AWS Control Tower
to apply and manage guardrails, helping its security teams
reduce risk and aggregate findings. Take a deep dive into
AWS account provisioning with AWS Control Tower and
learn how AWS Service Catalog can enable advanced
capabilities of governance.

The challenge for many organizations is getting
application features delivered at a fast pace while
embedding needed security at the speed of DevOps. In
this session, learn how AWS users, together with thirdparty solutions from AWS Marketplace, easily turn the idea
of DevSecOps into well-orchestrated operating models.
Hear how Silicon Valley Bank used third-party software to
improve performance, availability, and security while
migrating and modernizing their applications.

Learn how self-service access to thousands of third-party
software offerings in AWS Marketplace can help you find,
buy, and deploy the tools you need to innovate. You also
hear how BankUnited simplified and modernized existing
procurement processes. The session demonstrates how
you can use standardized license terms to streamline
negotiations and how private offers can help you get the
best pricing on your third-party software solutions, all
simplified onto your AWS bill.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Justin Fox, Director Software
Engineering, Mastercard; Vishal Sharma, Senior Control
Services Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ivneet Kaur, CTO, Silicon Valley
Bank; Matt Girdharry, Worldwide Leader, DevOps/Sec
Category Management, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Renan Peralta, Procurement
Manager, BankUnited; Sophia Law, Senior Product
Manager Technical, AWS
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Learn about tools that help you safely build at speed
through transparency and guardrails. You also hear how
Nationwide Insurance balanced necessary purchasing
controls with easy access to software teams that was
needed to drive innovation and agility. See a
demonstration of how you can incorporate software
procurement into your existing centralized approval
processes, and learn how to better identify, track, and
control your software spending.

Intuit’s data persistence team has been managing
hundreds of Cassandra nodes for nearly a decade. Since
moving to AWS, the team has collected best practices,
built a suite of automation tools, and optimized its
configurations. Pronto is an effort to give back to the
community with an open-sourced framework of tools for
self-managed Cassandra. It automates Packer, Terraform,
and Ansible to go from an empty account to a running
cluster in less than an hour. This session walks through the
journey to Pronto and details how you can leverage
Pronto to manage Cassandra at scale.

When a security event is detected, answers are needed
quickly. Often, this starts with evidence collection and
basic forensic analysis. While companies have developed
automated solutions to collect evidence from on-premises
hosts, few have tackled this task in the cloud. Hear how
Goldman Sachs worked with AWS product teams and
followed AWS best practices to develop SkyCollect, an
automated solution that performs full disk and memory
evidence collections from potentially affected Amazon
EC2 instances.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Joseph P Daly, Director of Cloud
Optimization, Nationwide Insurance; Murphy Tiggelaar,
Product Manager – Tech, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ben Covi, Staff Software
Engineer, Intuit; Achal Kumar, Senior Engineering Manager,
Intuit; Aaron Elman, Principal Account Executive, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ryan Tick, Cloud Enablement
Analyst, Goldman Sachs; Vaishnav Murthy, Cloud
Enablement Analyst, Goldman Sachs; Logan Bair, Cloud
Security Architect, AWS
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Data loss prevention is a common topic among companies
that work with sensitive data. If an organization can’t
identify its sensitive data, it can’t protect it. BBVA, a bank
holding company, decided to use the new, enhanced
Amazon Macie service to accomplish this in Amazon S3.
The new Amazon Macie is a fully managed data security
and data privacy service that uses machine learning and
pattern matching to discover and protect sensitive data on
AWS. BBVA shares some of the design and architecture
that it used to deploy Amazon Macie at large scale.

Learn how Goldman Sachs built its credential brokering
workflow and administrator access for its users. Learn how,
with its simple application that uses proprietary and AWS
services, including Amazon DynamoDB, AWS Lambda,
AWS CloudTrail, Amazon S3, and Amazon Athena,
Goldman Sachs is able to control administrator credentials
and monitor and report on actions taken for audits and
compliance.

As you build a data lake on Amazon S3, managing security
and access is essential. You require granular access control
for your data with strong controls around authentication,
authorization, encryption, and auditing. At the same time,
you require strong guardrails that protect your data from
outside access, at scale. Amazon S3 provides enhanced
data security features in the cloud, on both ends of this
spectrum. In this session, get guidance on the mechanisms
you use on AWS, from identity to encryption to
networking, to maintain tight control over your data.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Andrew Alaniz, Chief Cloud
Officer, BBVA; Brady Pratt, Security Analyst, BBVA; Neel
Sendas, Senior TAM, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Chana Garbow Pardes, Associate,
Goldman Sachs; Jewel Brown, Analyst, Goldman Sachs;
Harsha Sharma, Global Account Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Rajeev Sharma, Chief Security
Architect, Vanguard; Becky Weiss, Senior Principal
Engineer, AWS
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Serverless computing enables you to be more agile while
spending less time dealing with the security, scalability and
availability of your applications. At the same time, modern
data-intensive applications require fast access to large
volumes of shared data. Learn about running large-scale,
mission-critical, data-intensive applications with AWS
Lambda and Amazon EFS.

Zack Kanter, CEO and founder of Stedi, the structured
messaging platform for B2B trade, believes that a
serverless-first architecture on AWS is a revolutionary step
toward this vision. Learn how you can apply best practices
from serverless to your entire business, and learn how
Stedi designs systems that scale endlessly with minimal
toil. Along the way, you learn about how Stedi uses
services like AWS Amplify, AWS CDK, and Amazon
DynamoDB to scale its platform to achieve its ultimate
goal of processing every B2B transaction on the planet.

Ezra Olubi, cofounder and CTO of Paystack, discusses how
picking the right tools with AWS allowed the company to
scale up from processing $2,500 in online payments to
processing over $150 million for African businesses per
month without breaking a sweat. From a decade of
experience building fintech products, Ezra will dive into the
journey of building and scaling Paystack and the important
decisions that go into choosing the technology that will
future-proof your startup for scale and security—no
matter what the market throws at you.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jeff Tougas, Senior Principal
Software Engineer, Asurion; Will Ochandarena, Principal
Product Manager – Tech, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Zack Kanter, CEO and Founder,
Stedi

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ezra Olubi, CTO and Co-Founder,
Paystack
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With a digital-first mindset combined with machine
learning tools, Konfío leverages big data, AWS Lambda,
and more to provide instant loans to small and midsize
businesses (SMBs) and boost small and midsize enterprise
(SME) growth. Pablo Mazzucchi, Konfío senior data
scientist, and Luis Felipe Gutierrez, Konfío senior software
architect, share how AWS is essential to building a
frictionless customer experience and providing real-time
optimal responses to users.

Enterprises are embracing serverless to drive continuous
innovation, faster time to market, and developer agility as
part of broader modernization efforts. While individual
teams are building prototypes, many are enabling crossorganizational support through their Cloud Center of
Excellence (CCoE). This session outlines key patterns for a
CCoE and how it accelerates serverless adoption. You also
hear from Liberty Mutual about its journey to a serverlessfirst mindset. Leave this session ready to bring a serverless
strategy to your organization through a CCoE.

So you decoupled your monolith into a set of coordinated
services. How robust is your approach? Can it manage
workloads of over 100,000 events per second? How are
you monitoring and debugging when things go wrong?
Learn how to manage the complexity of distributed service
coordination using a pattern called orchestration. See how
AWS Step Functions helps you quickly build fully managed
and resilient workflows powered by easy-to-understand
state machines.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Pablo Mazzucchi, Senior Data
Scientist, Konfio; Luis Felipe Gutierrez, Senior Software
Architect, Konfio

FEATURED SPEAKERS: David Anderson, Director of
Technology, Liberty Mutual; Jessica Feng, Principal
Serverless Go to Market Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Craig McCarter, Technologist at
Liberty IT, Liberty Mutual; Gabe Hollombe, Principal
Developer Advocate, AWS
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Building analytic workloads in highly
regulated environments
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Join David Richardson, VP of Serverless, for a closer look at
the serverless programming model, including event-driven
computing with AWS Lambda. Learn how customers are
using serverless technologies to build applications that are
not only more resilient, secure, and scalable but also more
cost efficient. David highlights new innovations made
throughout the serverless stack and shares how you can
benefit from the serverless programming model, whether
you’re building new applications or modernizing your
existing portfolio.

Organizations working within highly regulated
environments, such as healthcare, government, and
financial services, face unique challenges when building
data and analytics workloads. Learn how to overcome
these challenges and derive insights from your data while
supporting security and compliance efforts. Hear examples
from FINRA (Financial Industry Regulatory Authority) and
see how it architected its data solutions to adapt to
changing market dynamics while providing its analysts
with the tools to interactively query multipetabyte
datasets.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Vishal Parikh, VP of Product,
Capital One; Lavanya Raja, VP of Software Engineering,
Capital One; David Richardson, VP of Serverless, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Nate Weisz, Director, FINRA; Ben
Snively, Principal Specialist Solutions Architect - AI/ML,
AWS

View by region
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Other Recommended
Sessions
We have hand selected additional sessions
that may be of interest to you. These cover
innovative solutions and emerging
technologies highly relevant to Financial
Services institutions.
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ALEXA

ALX301

ALX302

ALX303

Build conversational interfaces faster with
Alexa conversations

Engage customers with skills that combine
audio and visuals

Acquiring and managing skill traffic

How can we use different techniques and artificial
intelligence dialog management systems to deliver on the
promise of natural voice experiences? This session reveals
how Amazon Alexa Conversations can unlock new kinds of
customer experiences.

People love immersive voice experiences. In this session, learn to
build visually rich Amazon Alexa skills and solutions that respond
to voice, touch, and remote input, to provide engaging customer
experiences

In this session, learn how to capture more skill traffic, monitor
your improvements, and acquire traffic from new sources. Hear
from Alexa Champion Nick Schwab about how he’s leveraging
analytics to make improvements for customers.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Nick Cuneo, Lead Developer, iRobot;
Steven Arkonovich, Founder, Philosophical Creations; Justin
Jeffries, Customer Enablement Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ethan Richardson, Co-founder, APL Themes;
Mohan Raj, Co-founder, APL Themes; Menz Qazi, Solutions Architect,
Audible; Kristy Caster, Software Development Engineer, Alexa, Amazon;
Andrea Muttoni, Technology Evangelist, Alexa, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Nick Schwab, CEO, Invoked Apps; Greg
Bulmash, Solutions Architect, Alexa, AWS

ALX304

ALX305

Build your first Alexa Built-in device

Creating seamless device control experiences
with smart home skills

People want to use the wake word “Alexa” and receive
voice responses and content instantly. In this session,
learn how to create an Alexa Built-in device using AVS
Device SDK, Smart Screen SDK, and AVS Integration for
AWS IoT. Learn how the launch of AWS Integration for
AWS IoT provides cost effective ways for device makers to
bring voice capabilities to many connected devices.

People are now engaging with Alexa smart home devices
millions of times each week. This session includes a discussion
of some best practices for how to build a high-quality smart
home skill, common errors to avoid, and tips for improving
latency and reliability so that you can increase engagement.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jeff Nunn, Senior Solutions Architect,
Alexa, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: George Yianni, Head of Technology, Philips;
Diane Lee, Principal, Program Manager, Alexa Domains, AWS
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ANALYTICS

ANT202

ANT203

ANT204

How Amazon Redshift powers large-scale
analytics for Amazon.com

What’s new with Amazon Redshift

An introduction to data lakes and analytics on AWS

Attend this session to hear how Amazon.com is using
Amazon Redshift to innovate to meet the company’s
needs. Learn how Amazon.com upgraded to the new RA3
nodes with managed storage to keep up with data growth
and how you can upgrade your existing data warehouse
workloads to get scale and performance.

Come learn about important new features of Amazon Redshift.
This session covers the architectural evolution of Amazon
Redshift and how it uses machine learning to create a selfoptimizing data warehouse. You will learn about recent
performance, concurrency, elasticity, and manageability
enhancements that deliver unmatched value to users.

As data volumes grow exponentially, so do the costs to store and
analyze that data. This session provides an overview of the major
analytics services, including Amazon Redshift, Amazon EMR, and
Amazon ES, walks you through which services fit various analytics
use cases, and provides an introductory demo.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ryan Wilke, Solutions Architect,
Amazon; Maor Kleider, Product & DB Engineer, Redshift, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Eugene Kawamoto, Director, Product
Management, Redshift, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Francis Jayakumar, BDM DB & Analytics, AWS;
Anna Coniglio, Senior Solutions Architect, Data Warehouse, AWS

ANT205

ANT301

ANT304

Getting the most out of Amazon Redshift
automation

How Nielsen built a multi-petabyte data
platform using Amazon EMR

Migrating a legacy data warehouse to
Amazon Redshift

Amazon Redshift enables users to scale up to meet user
demand and optimize query speed. Learn how Amazon
Redshift’s self-tuning features uses advanced AI methods
to optimize cluster performance. Gain an understanding
of how to reduce administrative overhead and learn how
Amazon Redshift can scale to meet the most demanding
workloads.

In this session, learn how Nielsen used Amazon EMR to build and
operate its multi-petabyte data lake and data warehouse. Nielsen
discusses the growing pains of building a data lake and shares
Amazon EMR best practices to improve performance in order to
gain insights and improve operational efficiency.

Are you interested in moving from a legacy data warehouse to
Amazon Redshift, but aren’t sure where to start? Attend this
session to learn how others have made the move, the migration
tools offered by AWS, and the new features Amazon Redshift
offers that make it easier and faster to migrate.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Paul Lappas, Principal, Product
Management, Redshift, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Yaar Reuveni, Vice President, Nielsen; Opher
Dubrovsky, Data Engineering, Nielsen; Abhishek Sinha, Principal,
Product Management, EMR, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Gal Barnea, Partner Engineering Manager,
Redshift, AWS
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APPLICATION INTEGRATION

API301

API302

API303

Application integration patterns for
microservices

Building event-driven applications with
Amazon EventBridge

Application migration and hybrid cloud with
Amazon MQ

To achieve the promises of microservices, communication
must happen in a loosely coupled manner. In this session,
learn fundamental application integration patterns based
on messaging and connect them to real-world use cases
in a microservices scenario.

Many companies are looking at event-driven architecture and
Amazon EventBridge to help with application modernization.
This session covers event-driven design concepts, outlines how
to deal with Amazon EventBridge event bus topologies and
multi-account patterns, and presents recommended practices for
building scalable event-driven applications.

Is hybrid cloud adoption on your IT roadmap? Do you know what
it takes to get you there? Messaging applications are widely used
to integrate different types of applications and decouple complex
designs. In this session, learn how to make the most of your hybrid
cloud with optimization, automation, and more with Amazon MQ.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Dirk Froehner, Principal Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Stephen Liedig, Senior Solutions Architect,
Serverless, AWS

FFEATURED SPEAKER: Sam Dengler, Principal Solutions, Architect,
Serverless, AWS

API304

API305

Monolith to serverless SaaS: Migrating
to multitenant architecture

Unlock customer insights with Amazon AppFlow
and Salesforce

Many organizations begin their journey to SaaS with a
single-tenant monolithic architecture with a goal to
transform these systems into modern, multitenant
serverless systems. In this session, dig into the details of
this transformation, exploring approaches to
incrementally decompose your monolith into serverless
microservices.

Are you looking to better serve your customers with datadriven decisions that enable you to act quickly? Learn how you
can bring AWS services and Salesforce together using Amazon
AppFlow to drive targeted customization, accelerate real-time
operations, simplify compliance, and differentiate your services.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Tod Golding, Principal Solutions
Architect, SaaS, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Courtney D’Ascenzo, Senior Director,
Product Management, Salesforce; Venkatesh Krishnan, Head of
Product, Platform Enterprise Tools, AWS
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING

AIM202

AIM204

AIM208

Discovering insights from customer surveys
at McDonald’s

Get rolling with machine learning on
AWS DeepRacer

Catch more potential online fraud faster
with Amazon Fraud Detector

In this session, learn how McDonald’s is using Amazon
Comprehend to extract and analyze text from customer
surveys to unearth trends in customer sentiment and
convert them into business insights.

Developers of all skill levels will have an opportunity to get
hands-on experience with AWS DeepRacer and hear about
exciting announcements and future enhancements. In this
session, you can build a reinforcement learning model and
submit it to the AWS DeepRacer League for a chance to win.

Organizations lose tens of billions of dollars every year to online
fraud. Amazon Fraud Detector allows organizations to take
advantage of over 20+ years of fraud detection expertise using
machine learning (ML). Learn how Amazon fraud mitigation
strategies influenced the development of Amazon Fraud
Detector.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Abhi Bhatt, Director, Global
Technology, McDonald’s; Sameer Karnik, Product Manager,
Comprehend, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Kesha Williams, Senior AWS Training
Architect, A Cloud Guru

FEATURED SPEAKER: Nick Tostenrude, Senior Product Manager,
Fraud Detector, AWS

AIM212

AIM214

AIM308

Create sophisticated conversational
experiences using Amazon Lex

Modernize your contact center with AWS Contact
Center Intelligence (CCI)

Choose the right machine learning algorithm in
Amazon SageMaker

Numerous stakeholders including content designers,
developers, and business owners collaborate to create a
bot. Hear how Dropbox used the Amazon Lex interface to
build a chatbot as a support offering and how the console
allows you to easily create flows.

Learn how you can leverage AWS AI services for your contact
centers to improve the customer experience and reduce costs.
Explore how solutions can be built to provide self-service
interactions, live-call analytics and agent assist, and post-call
analytics on your existing contact center.

AWS offers many choices for solving business problems through
machine learning (ML). Amazon SageMaker supports 17 built-in
ML algorithms and this session categorizes these algorithms by
problem types and dives deep into popular ones. Bring your
curiosity and walk away with the information you need to choose
the right built-in algorithm for your business requirements.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Caroline Territt, Program Manager, CX
Global Support, Dropbox; Harshal Pimpalkhute, Principal
Product Manager, Lex, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Dave Rennyson, CEO, SuccessKPIs; Chris
Featherstone, Senior AI/ML Go to Market Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Alberto Danese, Head of Data Science, Nexi;
Denis Batalov, Tech Leader, AI/ML, AWS
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ARCHITECTURE

ARC201

ARC209

ARC214

Innovating on AWS in a 5G world

Delivering scalable citizen communication in
critical times

Surviving success: COVID-19, Blackboard’s
black swan event

5G will be the catalyst for the next industrial revolution. In
this session, come learn about key technical use cases for
different industry segments that will be enabled by 5G
and related technologies, and hear about the architectural
patterns that will support these use cases. You also will
learn about AWS-enabled 5G reference architectures that
incorporate AWS services.

Establishing secure, efficient, and effective communication
channels in critical times is imperative to ensuring that citizens
and patients stay informed. In this session, learn about how
NSW Health Pathology rapidly built a chatbot solution to
deliver hundreds of thousands of COVID-19 diagnostic test
results to the residents of NSW.

Blackboard saw a massive increase in utilization with the advent
of COVID-19. In this session, learn about the challenges that
Blackboard faced and the architectural choices and operational
best practices that allowed it to scale and support its customers.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Nathan Anstess, DevOps Engineer, NSW
Health Pathology; Aun Iftikhar, Senior Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Gavin Llewellyn, Senior Software Engineer,
Blackboard; Brian Carlson, Operational Excellence Lead, WellArchitected, AWS

ARC304

ARC312

ARC313

400 years of serverless land deeds

Architectural best practices for machine learning
applications

Trust and transparency in live virtual events

Come learn how Registers of Scotland (RoS) is migrating
its 400-year-old dataset of land deeds to the serverless
cloud. This session dives deep into the RoS solution, which
uses a variety of AWS services including Amazon
CloudFront, Amazon API Gateway, Amazon S3, AWS
Lambda, and Amazon Cognito to provide a common
archiving service for its registers.

As cloud-based ML applications gain in popularity, users are
increasingly asking, “Am I building this right?” This session
covers how the best practices established in the AWS WellArchitected Framework apply to ML workloads and where
distinctions need to be made to address the unique nature of
ML architecture.

This session demonstrates how to build interactive, trusted, and
transparent live virtual experiences using the Amazon Interactive
Video Service, Amazon Chime, Amazon QLDB, and Amazon
Managed Blockchain to capture cryptographic, immutable, and
verifiable records of real-time audience interactions

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Keith Robertson, Chief Architect,
Registers of Scotland; Charlie Batchelor, Professional Services
Consultant, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Mohsen Ansari, Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Katherine Kelshaw, Senior Solutions Architect,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Mickey Iqbal, Senior Principal Solutions
Architect, AWS
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BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

BIZ202

BIZ204

BIZ205

Empower business leads to build apps with
Amazon Honeycode

Design critical customer communications with
Amazon Pinpoint

Origin Energy delivers great agent and customer
experiences

Learn how to use Amazon Pinpoint to make positive customer
connections and measure impact through either built-in
analytics or data streaming. Hear from the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center about how it used Amazon Pinpoint for
community outreach.

Hear how Amazon Connect powers Origin’s customer experience
transformation, which has increased call quality scores, improved
customer satisfaction, and increased agent productivity. Origin
shares its recipe for success and its innovation roadmap for the
future to deliver continuous improvement for its customers.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Adrianna Gutierrez, Business Applications
Manager, Fred Hutch; Anne Weiler, Senior Manager, Product
Management, Pinpoint, AWS; lya Pupko, Senior Consultant, Digital
User Engagement, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Rod Van Onselen, Chief Transformation and
Digital Officer, Origin Energy; Liam McWhirter, Head of Customer
Journey Transformation, Origin Energy; Annie Weinberger, Product
Marketing Manager, AWS

BIZ301

BIZ302

BIZ305

Send and deliver emails from any
application with Amazon SES

Pushing contact center boundaries with
Salesforce and AWS

How Best Western built a modular and dynamic
contact center

Explore how Salesforce’s latest innovation, Service Cloud Voice
built on Amazon Connect, seamlessly integrates voice with
other digital channels for great customer service. You will also
hear how Salesforce migrated its contact center to Amazon
Connect.

Best Western migrated its contact center to Amazon Connect in just
one month amidst COVID-19. Learn how it streamlined customer
experiences and routed logic by adopting an Amazon Connect
contact flow design, and also how it automated its prompt recording
process by building dynamic messaging logic that supports 14
languages and 35+ countries.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Zane Gamble, Product Manager, Salesforce;
Marc Rudkowski, Principal Product Manager, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Troy Tracy, Senior Manager, Technology
Management, Best Western; Ayesha Borker, Solutions Architect, Amazon
Connect, AWS

Teams need better tools to manage their work, but
many are limited to spreadsheets or project planning
tools. Learn how the newly released Amazon
Honeycode enables noncoders and developers alike to
quickly build apps to meet business needs—without
requiring programming or full-time developers.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Meera Vaidyanathan, Director, Product
Management, Honeycode, AWS

Learn how Amazon Simple Email Service has worked with
top enterprises like Reddit on deliverability and scale
across the AWS global footprint. Learn about the latest
innovations in Amazon SES and how AWS is supporting
customer connections during the COVID-19 crisis.
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Kevin Zhang, Group Product Manager,
Reddit; Simon Poile, GM, AWS Messaging & Targeting, AWS;
Matt Strzelecki, Email Deliverability Manager, AWS
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

BSI201

BSI202

Embed analytics in your applications with
Amazon QuickSight

BI at hyperscale: Quickly build and scale
dashboards with Amazon QuickSight

Hear from the Amazon QuickSight team about its new
capabilities for embedding (for example, one-time
analytics) as well as from users on how they are
leveraging QuickSight serverless architecture to easily
build and scale their applications while truly paying for
only what’s used.

Learn how Amazon QuickSight allows you to connect to your
AWS data and quickly build rich and interactive dashboards with
self-serve and advanced analytics capabilities that can scale
from tens to hundreds of thousands of users, without
managing any infrastructure and only paying for what you use.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jose Kunnackal, Senior Manager,
Product Management, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jesse Gebhardt, Principal, QuickSight Go-ToMarket Specialist, AWS

BSI203

BSI204

Customer perspective on building
BI applications for the cloud

Design best practices for architecting
a data-to-insights solution on AWS

In today’s world, companies need the ability to quickly
react to change—and to anticipate it. In this session, learn
how companies such as Blackboard are using Amazon
QuickSight to embed analytics in their applications to
improve the velocity and quality of decision-making for
their end users.
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Rachel Scherer, Senior Director of
Analytics, Blackboard; Jose Kunnackal, Senior Manager, Product
Management, AWS

Search session catalog

Learn how to design a cloud-first business intelligence
implementation using AWS-native services. Hear about best
practices and the design patterns recommended for
architecting a scalable and well-governed platform.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Adnan Hasan, Global Spec Analytics, Business
Development, AWS
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COMPUTE

CMP201

CMP203

CMP206

What’s new in Amazon EC2

Optimize compute for performance and cost

HPC on AWS: Innovating without infrastructure
constraints

Amazon EC2 provides resizable compute capacity in the
cloud and makes web-scale computing easier. This
session provides an overview of what’s new to the
Amazon EC2 portfolio, including updates on Amazon
EC2 capabilities and instance families, Amazon EBS,
networking functionality, and AWS edge and hybrid
offerings.

Learn how to use the power of EC2 Fleet with AWS services
such as Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling, Amazon ECS, Amazon EKS,
Amazon EMR, and AWS Batch to programmatically optimize
costs while maintaining high performance and availability. Dive
deep into cost-optimization patterns for workloads such as
containers, web services, CI/CD, batch, big data, and more.

Learn about AWS services that can help manage your High
Performance Computing (HPC) costs, and discover how AWS
users are increasing their agility and accelerating life-saving
research to develop drugs and vaccines by leveraging the virtually
unlimited capacity and flexibility of HPC on AWS.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Chetan Kapoor, Senior Manager,
Product Management Tech, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Chad Schmutzer, Principal Developer
Advocate, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ian Colle, GM, Batch Computing and HPC, AWS

CMP208

CMP301

CMP310

AWS Outposts: Cloud where you want it

Powering next-gen Amazon EC2: Deep dive
on the Nitro System

AWS Outposts: An in-depth look at hybrid
cloud use cases

AWS Outposts is a fully managed service that extends
AWS infrastructure and services to virtually any data
center, colocation space, or on-premises facility. In this
session, learn how to use Outposts to support applications
that need to remain on premises, as part of the
continuum of AWS infrastructure and services, for a truly
consistent hybrid cloud experience.

The AWS Nitro System is powering the next generation of
Amazon EC2 instances. This session dives deep into the Nitro
System, reviewing its design and architecture, exploring new
innovations to the Nitro platform, and showing how it has
made the seemingly impossible, possible.

To help you choose the right architectural blueprint for your AWS
Outposts hybrid deployment, this session dives deep into multiple
hybrid architectures that users have implemented and discusses
the applicable options and considerations for deployment.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Joshua Burgin, GM, AWS Outposts,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Abby Fuller, Principal Security Engineer, EC2
Nitro, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Matt Lehwess, Principal Developer Advocate,
AWS Outposts, AWS
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CONTAINERS

CON203

CON206

CON216

Choosing your container data plane on AWS

Getting up and running with Amazon ECS

AWS Fargate: Are serverless containers right for you?

Five years ago, if you talked about containers, the
assumption was that you were running them on a Linux
VM. Fast forward to today, and now that assumption is
challenged—in a good way. Come to this session to
explore the best data plane option to meet your needs.

Amazon ECS provides a simple yet powerful way to deploy
modern applications in the AWS Cloud using containers. This
session demonstrates how easy it is to get started by deploying
a real microservices application. It takes you through an
application upgrade and demonstrates observability powered
by the native integration of Amazon ECS with Amazon
CloudWatch Container Insights.

This session explores the benefits and considerations of running
on Fargate or directly on Amazon EC2 instances. You will hear
about new and upcoming features and learn how Amenity
Analytics benefits from the serverless operational model.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Massimo Re Ferre, Principal
Technologist, AWS Elastic Containers, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sravan Rengarajan, Senior Product Manager –
Tech, AWS Elastic Containers, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Roy Penn, VP Engineering, Amenity Analytics;
Saloni Sonpal, Senior Product Manager Tech Fargate, AWS

CON222

CON303

CON305

How Disney+ deploys globally with
Amazon ECS

Amazon EKS on AWS Fargate deep dive

Running machine learning workflows at
enterprise scale using Kubeflow

Hear how Disney+ empowered developers to scale
globally using Amazon ECS to bring you your favorite
Disney classics and brand new originals. This session
covers the best practices that Disney+ uses to empower
developers to build applications with minimal
infrastructure toil.

This session dives deep into the integration between Amazon
EKS and AWS Fargate. You hear about the lessons learned since
the announcement of this solution last year and the
improvements AWS has made since then

This session takes you through the journey of enterprise AWS
customer iRobot in adopting Kubeflow to run its machine learning
(ML) workflows. You will hear best practices and lessons the
company learned as it went through this journey.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Zach Bintliff, Engineering Manager,
Disney Streaming Services; Justin Garrison, Senior Developer
Advocate, AWS Elastic Containers, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Akshay Ram, Senior Product Manager, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Mohan Muppidi, Senior Cloud Robotics
Software Engineer, iRobot; Peter Dalbhanjan, Principal Containers Senior
Solutions Architect, AWS
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DATABASES

DAT212

DAT214

DAT308

New capabilities to build graph apps
quickly with Amazon Neptune

Increase availability and ROI with fully
managed AWS databases

Migrating your databases to Amazon DocumentDB

Enterprises spend countless hours and millions of dollars
managing their data environments. Learn how Dun &
Bradstreet achieved higher availability (24/7), lower DB admin
effort, and faster innovation by moving on-premises Oracle
databases to Amazon RDS.

Amazon DocumentDB is a fast, reliable, fully managed MongoDBcompatible database service. Learn best practices for moving your
workloads to Amazon DocumentDB; including which tools and
approaches you should use to ensure a successful migration.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Karthik Bharathy, Principal Product
Manager, Amazon Neptune, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Richard Jones, Global Head, Enterprise
Product and Engineering, Dun & Bradstreet; Rich Hua, Principal
Worldwide PostgreSQL Go to Market Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Joseph Blair, Senior Software Engineer, The
Washington Post; Meet Bhagdev, Senior Product Manager,
DocumentDB, AWS

DAT311

DAT316

DAT404

Using Amazon QLDB as a system-of-trust
database for core business apps

Deliver business impact with feature-packed
Amazon DynamoDB

Deep dive on global databases for Amazon Aurora

Data integrity is an important feature of business
applications built on databases, and auditing is a required
element in database design. In this session, learn how
Amazon QLDB users apply the ledger database’s unique
properties for data provenance and cryptographic
verifiability to implement systems of record with data
integrity built in.

Amazon DynamoDB offers an enterprise-ready database that
helps you protect your time, your data, and your budget.
Review key features such as multi-Region, multi-primary
replication with global tables, on-demand capacity mode for
spiky workloads, backup and restore, and more.

Amazon Aurora Global Database is designed for globally
distributed applications, allowing a single Amazon Aurora
database to span multiple AWS Regions. It replicates your data
with no impact on performance, enables fast local reads with low

FEATURED SPEAKER: Eric Kraemer, Principal Product
Manager, Amazon Quantum Ledger Database, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Pete Naylor, Senior Database Specialist
Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Tobias Ternstrom, Director, PMT, RDS, Aurora,
AWS

This session highlights new Amazon Neptune
capabilities such as graph visualization, sample
applications to graph your AWS resources, and other
features to help you build graph applications quickly.
See examples for knowledge graphs, fraud graphs, and
identity graphs.

Search session catalog

View the Leadership Session

latency in each Region, and provides disaster recovery.
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DEVOPS

DOP203

DOP303

DOP306

Learn how teams at Amazon rapidly
release features at scale

Choosing the right modern deployment strategy

What’s new with AWS CloudFormation

In this session, learn best practices used by teams within
Amazon to rapidly release features at scale. Learn about a
pattern that uses AWS CodePipeline and AWS AppConfig
that will allow you to roll out application configurations
without taking applications out of service.

There are a variety of modern approaches to automating
deployment on AWS. Learn about blue/green, canary, rolling,
and other deployments and the best method to implement
your chosen strategy.

AWS CloudFormation has evolved to improve the developer
experience and customization options. Learn how features such as
linter, guard, drift detection, resource import, stacksets, and
registry are being enhanced to cover more operational scenarios
that can benefit from using AWS CloudFormation.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Brian Handy, Software Development
Engineer, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Andrew Baird, Principal Solutions Architect,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Luis Colon, Senior Developer Advocate, AWS
CloudFormation, AWS

DOP307

DOP308

DOP311

Orchestrating complex deployments using
AWS Developer Tools

Understanding how deployments affect
application performance

Share the road with traffic splitting and shared
load balancers

Some applications and their architectures require complex
and unique deployment processes. In this session, learn
about how you can orchestrate and manage complex
deployment scenarios like these by combining AWS Step
Functions and AWS CodePipeline.

Learn how to leverage AWS X-Ray Analytics to understand how
your application and its underlying services are performing
during and after deployment. Hear how to integrate metadata
from AWS CodePipeline into AWS X-Ray to determine the
effect your deployment has on performance and error rates.

Learn how you can take advantage of the just-released support
for shared Application Load Balancers (ALBs), allowing you to use
a single ALB across multiple Elastic Beanstalk environments, and
bridge traffic between your Elastic Beanstalk application and
other AWS services.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Leo Zhadanovsky, Principal Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sirirat Kongdee, Senior Solutions Architect
Federal, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Christian Weber, Developer Advocate, AWS
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END USER COMPUTING

EUC201

EUC202

EUC301

Reimagine your workforce with AWS End User
Computing Services

Getting started with Amazon AppStream 2.0
and Amazon WorkSpaces

Amazon WorkSpaces business continuity &
disaster recovery best practices

This session is designed for IT decision makers and
administrators who are thinking about the futures of
their workforces in a post-COVID world. Hear AWS’s
vision for how you can enable your workforce to be
secure and productive from anywhere at any time.

This session is designed for IT decision makers and
administrators looking to select the right building blocks for
their end user computing solutions. Hear an overview of
Amazon WorkSpaces and Amazon AppStream 2.0 and key
design considerations.

Learn the out-of-the-box capabilities of Amazon WorkSpaces,
new service features, infrastructure considerations, and ideas to
help improve your risk profile and lower recovery and restoration
times. This is more relevant now as businesses find ways to ensure
their survival with a larger remote workforce.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Muneer Mirza, GM, End User
Computing, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Carla Blickensderfer, Senior Worldwide End
User Computing Go To Market Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Phil Persson, Senior EUC Specialist Solutions
Architect, AWS

EUC303

EUC304

Enhance, expedite, and simplify provisioning
and management of Amazon EUC

Scaling and optimizing Amazon WorkSpaces

Scaling and optimizing Amazon AppStream 2.0

This session is designed for those looking to optimize
people’s skills and the processes dedicated to their
Amazon WorkSpaces or Amazon AppStream 2.0
implementations. Learn a variety of methodologies,
examples, and benefits to automate, manage, and scale
your deployments.

This session is designed for Amazon WorkSpaces users looking
to scale their current deployments. Join AWS experts for a stepby-step walkthrough of cost management and optimization
options, providing proven methodologies to scale up quickly
and securely.

This session is designed for Amazon AppStream 2.0 users looking
to scale their current deployments. Learn proven methodologies
to scale up quickly and securely—improving end user experience,
reliability, and cost effectiveness.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Max Stringer, Desktop on Demand
Service Owner, Pfizer, Greg Lavigne, Solutions Architect Lead,
Prod Apps, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Chris Ott, Senior EUC Specialist Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Gaurav 'G' Kapoor, Senior Manager of End
User Services, Johnson & Johnson; Navi Magee, Senior EUC Specialist
Solutions Architect, AWS

EUC302
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ENTERPRISE/MIGRATION

ENT201

ENT204

ENT205

Billing management and cost control

Migrate and modernize to achieve your business
goals

Data-driven enterprise

Organization leaders want to “let builders build” while
avoiding cost surprises. In this session, learn cost control
best practices and how to use services such as AWS
Budgets, AWS Cost Explorer, and other AWS Billing and
Cost Management services to prevent cost overruns and
manage spend without slowing innovation.

AWS has migrated hundreds of organizations and packaged the
best practices in a simple framework. Learn about the AWS
framework and migration and modernization best practices and
how they can help you achieve your business goals.

This session shares strategies and customer stories to turn your
company into a data-driven business by creating culture and
capabilities at scale. Using actioned insights, analytics, and AI/ML,
data-driven enterprises can create new revenue streams, improve
customer experiences, and increase operational efficiencies.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Keith Jarrett, Senior Manager, Product
Marketing, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Laurent Rotival, SVP and CIO, Cambia
Health Solutions; Faraz Shafiq, Head Worldwide MigrationModernization Product Management, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ishit Vachhrajani, Enterprise Strategist, AWS

ENT221

ENT306

ENT310

People: Skills, culture, change, and leadership

De-risking migration and modernization initiatives

Your guide to migrating your first application to AWS

Your organization’s receptivity to change, prior change
successes and failures, organizational communication
patterns, organizational structure, and existing employee
training and enablement strategies are all important
elements of building a successful approach to migration
and modernization.

Cloud migrations can be multi-year projects, and with the right
strategies, they can be made simpler and faster. Learn how to
identify technical and functional risks of migration. Additionally,
learn best practices for modernization frameworks to help
achieve business outcomes in a predictable manner.

Common migration patterns usually follow one of seven basic
patterns (the 7 Rs), and identifying the right pattern for your
applications is essential your journey. Learn how to migrate,
optimize, and modernize your first application on AWS and get
the complete guide to migrate your first application to AWS at
your own pace.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jeff Smith, EVP and COO, World Fuel
Services; Elizabeth Moon, Director, Industry Solutions, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ajit Zadgaonkar, Tech Leader, Enterprise
Modernization, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ahmed Omran, Senior Specialist Solutions
Architect, Migrations, AWS
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FRONT-END WEB & MOBILE DEVELOPMENT

FWM202

FWM301

FWM303

Empower front-end web and mobile app
development with AWS Amplify

Model and access application data more efficiently
with AWS Amplify

Build iOS & Android mobile apps in record time
with Flutter and AWS Amplify

Companies that follow the fast-changing trends of web
and mobile application development deliver superior
customer experiences. This session discusses how to
deliver innovative apps faster using AWS Amplify for
development, AWS Device Farm for application testing,
and AWS Amplify Console for deployment and hosting.

AWS Amplify helps front-end web and mobile developers
leverage the power of GraphQL to model app data for faster
production apps, with offline capabilities and Amplify
DataStore, that can scale across platforms. Learn how to create
advanced data access patterns with the Amplify GraphQL
transform library.

Flutter is Google’s UI toolkit for building natively compiled
applications for mobile, web, and desktop from a single code
base. In this session, learn how to build Flutter apps with AWS
Amplify’s deeply integrated programming libraries and easy-touse CLI.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Richard Threlkeld, Principal Front-End
Engineer, AWS; Mohit Srivastava, Senior Manager, Product
Management, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Steve Johnson, Director, Product Manager,
Tech, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Michael Labieniec, Senior Manager, Software
Development, AWS

FWM305

FWM306

FWM307

Faster application iteration with AWS
Amplify CI/CD

Best practices to securely operate GraphQL
at scale with AWS AppSync

Speed up your release cycle: Host SPA and static web
applications on AWS

Learn how to deploy your full-stack application via the
AWS Amplify Console and set up a basic CI/CD pipeline.
It demonstrates how your team can work on new
features with branch deployments linked to each feature
branch and not impact production.

It is critical that your APIs handle the demand for your
application to deliver the desired user experience. AWS
AppSync enables you to securely build and run GraphQL APIs at
scale and demonstrates options for creating and managing
security rules with services.

Learn how to bring applications to customers faster and quicker
with AWS Amplify Console hosting. Dive deep into hosting
applications built in frameworks such as React, Angular, and
Gatsby. See how the AWS Amplify Console simplifies deployment.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Sumin Kang, Associate Director of
Engineering, Noom; Nader Dabit, Senior Development
Advocate, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Brice Pellé, Principal Mobile Specialist
Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Nikhil Swaminathan, Principal Product Manager
Tech, AWS
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GLOBAL PARTNER SUMMIT

GPS203

GPS204

GPS209

Database modernization with AWS Consulting
Partners

Accelerate migrations with the ISV Workload
Migration Program

Modernize databases and apps with the Database
Freedom Program for ISVs

Learn how AWS Consulting Partners can leverage AWS
best practices, programs, and funding to accelerate
database modernization projects. You will also hear recent
success stories and learn how you can provide your
customers with a simple path off legacy databases and
help them build modern applications.

The AWS ISV Workload Migration Program (WMP) helps ISV
partners migrate their customers who are using on-premises
versions of their products to cloud-based solutions in a
repeatable and scalable manner. Learn how the WMP team
works closely with AWS ISV partners to build migration best
practices.

This session reviews how the AWS Database Freedom Program for
ISVs makes it easy for software vendors to take advantage of fully
managed database services, move away from the costs and
restrictions of legacy databases, and build modern applications on
AWS. You will also hear recent success stories of market-leading
ISVs.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Milan Thanawala, Principal Partner Dev,
Catalyst, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Hitesh Kumeria, Senior Partner Dev Manager,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Rahul Nagpal, Senior Partner Dev Manager,
Database, AWS

GPS211

GPS214

GPS220

AWS Partners driving innovation amidst
COVID-19

Getting to “all-in”: Realizing the full potential
of the cloud

MAP 2.0: How SI and ISV partners can leverage
the updated MAP program

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a formative event
affecting our world physically, emotionally, and
economically. Despite the challenges created, AWS
Partners have responded quickly and proven their
resiliency by enabling digital transformation at
unprecedented rates.

Realizing the full potential of the cloud requires executive
commitment and a top-down strategy. This session reviews the
challenges that executives focus on and how to help leaders
look beyond technology implementation toward business
transformation. Learn how to drive business-led engagements
that deliver impactful outcomes.

SIs can learn how to take advantage of the APN Navigate –
Migration program; migration-specific Immersion Days,
GameDays, and Black Belt seminars; and the Migration Consulting
Competency. ISVs can learn how to effectively combine the
Migration Technology Competency, reference architectures, and
AWS prescriptive guidance.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Oxana K. Pickeral, Senior Manager,
Partner Lead, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Tom Adams, Director, Partner Influencers,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ramesh Jadhav, Manager, Partner Solutions
Architect, ISV AWS
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INNOVATION

INO201

INO202

INO203

Amazon’s culture of innovation

Innovating with Amazon

Amazon.com’s architecture evolution and
AWSstrategy

Amazon’s peculiar culture and approach to innovation is
intrinsically linked to how it uses technology. Learn how
Amazon innovates around four interdependent elements:
culture, mechanisms, architecture, and organization.

The AWS Digital Innovation Program helps business leaders
bring better ideas to market faster by “working backwards”:
Amazon’s peculiar customer-centric approach to innovation.
This session explains how the program works and provides
examples of new products and services developed by AWS
customers.

This session provides a high-level overview of how Amazon
utilizes AWS as a platform to drive innovation across many of its
programs. Come learn the history of AWS usage up to the current
state, best practices, lessons learned, and the benefits and value
realized..

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Richard Halkett, Director of
Innovation Programs, AWS; Dan Slater, Head of Worldwide
Innovation Go to Market Specialist Team, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Alla Simoneau, Principal, Worldwide Digital
Innovation, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jason Mortensen, Head of Worldwide
Innovation – Learning from Amazon, AWS; Seth Eliot, Principal
Reliability Solutions Architect, AWS

INO205

INO206

INO207

Amazon.com’s use of AI/ML to enhance the
customer experience

Working backwards: Amazon’s approach to
innovation

Two-pizza teams: Organizing for innovation

In this session, targeted at senior business and technology
decision makers, we share specific examples from
Amazon.com’s consumer/retail and other businesses to
explain how AI/ML helps Amazon deliver the best
customer experience possible while improving efficiency
and lowering cost.

“Working backwards” is the mechanism that lies at the heart of
every product and service we develop at Amazon. Join this
session to learn more about how we think deeply about our
customers’ needs, clarify customer benefits, and invent on their
behalf.

Amazon’s “two-pizza teams” are small, nimble, and empowered
with the right resources to build in a way that best supports their
customers. In this session, learn how Amazon organizes teams
for technological development at scale, maintaining autonomy
to drive innovation and deliver customer delight.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Choong Lee, Principal, Worldwide
Digital Innovation – Learning from Amazon, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Richard Halkett, Director of Innovation
Programs, AWS; Rayford Davis, Principal Business Development
Manager – Digital Innovation, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Dan Slater, Head of Worldwide Innovation Go
to Market Specialist Team, AWS; Andy Troutman, Director, Software
Development – Builder Tools, AWS
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IoT

IOT202

IOT203

IOT301

What’s new with AWS IoT Greengrass

Defining your strategy for a successful IoT
implementation

Securing IoT devices and applying machine
learning with AWS IoT

AWS IoT Greengrass seamlessly extends AWS to edge
devices so that they can act locally on the data that they
generate, while still using the cloud for management,
analytics, and durable storage. Join this session to learn
about the latest updates for AWS IoT Greengrass.

The often overlooked key to a successful IoT project is ensuring
that there is support from the organization at every step of the
way. This sessions shares best practices for defining and
developing an implementation strategy to bring your IoT
solution to production and achieve business results.

The real-time responsiveness of IoT devices makes their security
posture fundamental to their successful and safe operation. Come
learn how to secure and protect devices and people throughout
the connected world using AWS IoT and machine learning
services.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: James Gosling, Distinguished
Engineer, AWS; Konstantin Dotchkoff, Principal PM Lead Greengrass, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Massimiliano Angelino, Principal Specialist
Solutions Architect - IoT, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jey Jeyasingram, CTO, ERA Security Systems;
Syed Rehan, Senior IoT Specialist Solutions Architect, AWS

IOT305

IOT307

IOT310

Elevating your IoT security with the AWS
multi-layered security approach

How to efficiently architect IoT application
to optimize ROI

Achieving tangible business outcomes with
edge-to-cloud IoT solutions

With proliferating devices handling data collection,
processing, and compute at the edge, organizations must
think about security both in the cloud and at the edge.
This session discusses AWS multi-layered security
principles and demonstrates how you can use AWS IoT
services to keep your IoT applications secure.

This session discusses the cost-optimization pillar from the AWS
IoT Lens for the AWS Well-Architected Framework. Learn
design principles and best practices for running cost-optimized
IoT workloads when operating at scale.

Building IoT solutions is complex and requires components such
as microcontrollers, gateways, sensors, connectivity, edge
software, vertical platforms, cloud infrastructure, data analytics,
and applications. Learn how to discover and build IoT solutions
faster, reduce risk, and deliver business outcomes.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ryan Dsouza, Senior Solutions
Architect, IoT, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Aditi Gupta, Senior IoT Specialist Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Byron Bemiller, Vertical Marketing Director for
Smart Buildings, Semtech; Mike Rohrmoser, Senior Manager – Segment
Lead, IoT, AWS
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MANAGEMENT TOOLS AND GOVERNANCE

MGT301

MGT302

MGT305

Best practices for securing your multi-account
environment

Gaining application-level governance and
cost visibility

Building prescriptive frameworks in management
and governance

In this session, learn how to define and implement a
security baseline in multiple accounts by using AWS
Organizations. Join us for a deep dive into the benefits of
a security organizational units, account creation and AWS
CloudFormation StackSets usage.

Provisioning reusable application infrastructure on-demand,
quickly, and in a safe and repeatable manner is often difficult. In
this session, learn how to use AWS Service Catalog to help
simplify the creation of layered application infrastructure.

You can rapidly enable foundational cloud readiness by building a
platform base that is inclusive of teams, tools, and operational
processes. This will help you build a cost-effective solution for
governance of AWS and hybrid environments.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Balaji Palanisamy, Worldwide Identity
Services Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Karsten Kell, Senior Product Manager –
Service Catalog, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Benjamin Andrew, Principal Program Manager –
Control Services, AWS

MGT309

MGT401

MGT402

Simplify industry compliance management
with AWS Config

Automate anything with AWS Systems Manager

Manage configuration and compliance in hybrid
environments

Are you in a highly regulated industry? Do you need to
meet industry compliance requirements in the cloud? In
this session, deep dive into AWS Config conformance
packs, which can be mapped to controls that audit and
assess the overall compliance of your multi-account AWS
resource configurations.

You can automate any task that involves interaction with AWS
and on-premises resources, including in multi-account and
multi-Region environments, with AWS Systems Manager. Learn
how Systems Manager Automation can be used to automate
across multiple Regions and accounts, integrate with other AWS
services, and extend to your on-premises datacenters.

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Steven Sellers, Cloud Security
Engineer, Lockheed Martin; Andres Silva, Principal Worldwide
Management Tools Specialist Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Darko Meszaro, Senior Developer Advocate,
AWS

Search session catalog
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Capturing resource inventory and configuration history and
defining compliance on resource configuration can be
challenging. In this session, learn how to use AWS
CloudFormation to extend the inventory and compliance
management capabilities of AWS Config to private and thirdparty resources, including on-premises resources, at scale.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Brian Terry, Senior Solutions Architect and
Global Segment Leader – Cloud Management Tools, AWS
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NETWORKING & CONTENT DELIVERY

NET201

NET203

NET204

AWS Outposts: Networking foundations

Demystifying data transfer on AWS

Looking at Amazon EKS through a networking lens

AWS Outposts delivers AWS infrastructure and services to
customer on-premises facilities for a truly consistent
hybrid experience. This session dives into the networking
foundations of AWS Outposts and how to connect your
Outposts to AWS. It also covers how to seamlessly
connect your on-premises network to AWS Outposts for
low-latency access to local resources.

Understanding the impact of architectural choices on data
transfer can seem confusing even to veterans of AWS. In this
session, learn about the details of data transfer and how to
make architecture choices that improve application
performance, reliability, and scalability—all while minimizing
data transfer charges.

Because of its security, reliability, and scalability capabilities,
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS) is used by
organizations in their most sensitive and mission-critical
applications. This session focuses on how Amazon EKS networking
works with an Amazon VPC and how to expose your Kubernetes
application using Elastic Load Balancing load balancers.

FEATURED SPEAKER: James Devine, Senior Outposts
Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Josh Heller, Principal EC2 Networking
Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ikenna Izugbokwe, Principal Solutions Architect,
AWS

NET307

NET310

NET402

Networking best practices & tips with the
Well-Architected Framework

VPC endpoints & PrivateLink: Optimize for
security, cost & operations

Elastic Load Balancing: A year of innovations

When connecting your network to AWS, it’s good to learn
best practices from real-world use cases. This session
walks through the AWS Well-Architected Framework as it
applies to networking best practices to help you build
reliable, secure, efficient, and cost-effective designs for
the cloud.

This session demonstrates centralized and distributed security
patterns leveraging VPC endpoints and AWS Transit Gateway
for architectures with diverse connectivity requirements that
span hundreds of accounts and VPCs. Leave this session with
specific architectures for centralized logging, microservices
patterns, and maintenance of management traffic.

ELB load balancers are the only load balancers available on AWS
that natively connect users to Amazon EC2 instances, container
deployments, and AWS Lambda functions. Several new features
were announced this past year, including IP session affinity, ALPN,
weighted target groups, and HTTP Guardian. Learn about new
features and how they bring value to your network.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Nick Matthews, Principal, Product
Management, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Laura Caicedo, Solutions Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jon Zobrist, System Development Manager,
Amazon EC2 Load Balancing, AWS
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OPEN SOURCE

OPN201

OPN204

OPN206

Introduction to GraphQL

Accelerate that app with AWS Amplify open-source
framework

Building end-to-end ML workflows with Kubeflow
Pipelines

This session provides an introduction to GraphQL,
focusing on the GraphQL fundamentals that are critical to
know.

Developers want to scale their applications quickly using cloud
services and enable similar patterns and use cases in their apps,
such as sign-in, MFA, and GraphQL implementation. Learn how
AWS Amplify provides an open-source framework of libraries
and components that easily add these use cases to your
applications.

Kubeflow is a popular ML toolkit for Kubernetes users who want
to build custom ML pipelines. Kubeflow Pipelines is an add-on to
Kubeflow that lets you build and deploy portable and scalable
end-to-end ML workflows. In this session, learn how to get started
with Kubeflow Pipelines on AWS.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Robert Zhu, Principal Developer
Advocate, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Nader Dabit, Senior Developer Advocate Mobile Applications, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Antje Barth, Senior Developer Advocate, AWS

OPN207

OPN306

OPN308

The future of Elasticsearch: Open Distro for
Elasticsearch

Deploying PyTorch models for inference using
TorchServe

Designing better ML systems: Learnings from Netflix

Open Distro for Elasticsearch is a 100 percent opensource distribution of Elasticsearch that includes advanced
features previously only available in commercial software.
Get an inside look into many features, including enterprise
security, real-time alerting, anomaly detection, integrated
SQL engine, index state management, k-nearest neighbor
search, and more.

PyTorch is the deep learning framework of choice for many ML
model developers. To make PyTorch deployment fast and easy,
AWS developed TorchServe, an open-source model serving
library for PyTorch, in collaboration with Facebook. This session
provides an introduction to TorchServe and its features.

In 2019, Netflix open-sourced Metaflow, its human-centric ML
platform. In this session, Netflix shares some lessons learned in its
multi-year journey building the ML systems that Metaflow
incorporates, covering a diverse range of scale from one-time
experimentation on laptops to large-scale model training and
serving systems on AWS.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Kyle Davis, Senior Developer Advocate
- Search Services, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Geeta Chauhan, Head of AI Partnership
Engineering, Facebook; Shashank Prasanna, Senior Advocate – AI/ML,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Savin Goyal, Software Engineer, Netflix; Rob
Hilton, Principal Solutions Architect, AWS
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SECURITY COMPLIANCE & IDENTITY

SEC203

SEC210

SEC312

AWS identity: Choosing the right mix of
AWS IAM policies for scale

Protecting sensitive data with Amazon Macie
and Amazon GuardDuty

AWS identity: Ten identity health checks to improve
security in the cloud

This session provides both a strategic and tactical
overview of various AWS Identity and Access Management
(IAM) policies that provide a range of capabilities for the
security of your AWS accounts. You probably already use
a number of these policies today, but this session will dive
into the tactical reasons for choosing one capability over
another.

As organizations manage growing volumes of data, identifying
and protecting your sensitive data can become increasingly
complex, expensive, and time-consuming. In this session, learn
how Amazon Macie and Amazon GuardDuty together provide
protection for your data stored in Amazon S3.

Get practical advice and code to help you achieve the principle of
least privilege in your existing AWS environment. From enabling
logs to disabling root, the provided checklist helps you find and fix
permissions issues in your resources, your accounts, and
throughout your organization.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Josh Du Lac, Principal Solutions
Architect, Identity, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Himanshu Verma, Senior Worldwide Security
Specialist, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Cassia Martin, Senior Security Solutions
Architect, AWS

SEC317

SEC318

SEC323

Ten easy and effective ways to secure your
AWS environment

Deep dive on AWS Nitro Enclaves for applications
running on Amazon EC2

Building your cloud incident response program

This session is all tactics. Learn ten easy things you can do
in your AWS environment, today, with your permission
policies, your data, and your networks that will simply and
effectively keep you in a great security posture for the
long term.

The AWS Nitro System is the underlying platform for the next
generation of Amazon EC2 instances that enables AWS to
innovate faster, further reduce cost for AWS customers, and
deliver added benefits like increased security and new instance
types.

You’ve configured your detection services and now you’ve
received your first alert. This session provides patterns that help
you understand what capabilities you need to build and run an
effective incident response program in the cloud.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Becky Weiss, Senior Principal Engineer,
AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Colm MacCarthaigh, Senior Principal
Engineer, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Freddy Kasprzykowski, Security Transform
Consultant, AWS
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SERVERLESS

SVS202

SVS207

SVS301

What’s new in serverless

Analyzing data at any scale with AWS Lambda

Learn why serverless is a great toolset for experimenting
with new ideas, and hear how the extensibility and
modularity of serverless applications allow you to start
small and quickly add features.

In this session, learn what’s new for serverless at AWS Are there
exciting things that might have slipped past you for AWS
Lambda, Amazon API Gateway, Amazon EventBridge, AWS Step
Functions, and AWS SAM? By the end of this session, walk away
ready to make use of the latest features to build better
serverless applications.

AWS Lambda functions provide a powerful compute environment
that can be used to process and gain insights from data stored in
databases, Amazon Aurora, object storage, and file systems. This
session reviews options and techniques to optimize your data
analytics platform without managing a server.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Emily Shea, Senior Partner
Development Manager, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Chris Munns, Senior Manager, Developer
Advocacy, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Danilo Poccia, Chief Evangelist (EMEA), AWS

SVS305

SVS307

SVS404

Building revolutionary serverless applications

Best practices for securing your serverless
applications

Deep dive into AWS Lambda security: Function
isolation

Learn about what the future of serverless applications
looks like and what AWS is building to make it a reality.
Leave this session with an understanding of why AWS
believes that the serverless revolution is just getting
started.

How do you configure AWS serverless services to provide least
privilege access while ensuring functionality? How should you
think about managing IAM policies for your AWS Lambda
functions? This session leaves you with concrete examples that
are applicable to almost any workload.

This session dives into the security model behind AWS Lambda
functions, looking at how you can isolate workloads, build
multiple layers of protection, and leverage fine-grained
authorization. You’ll learn about SaaS, customization, and safe
patterns for running your own customer’s code in your Lambda
functions.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ajay Nair, Director, Product
Management, AWS Lambda, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Rob Sutter, AWS Lambda Senior Developer
Advocate, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Marc Brooker, Senior Principal Engineer, DBS
Leadership, AWS

Getting started building your first serverless
web application

Search session catalog

View the Leadership Session
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STARTUP

STP202

STP204

STP205

Kurly transforms with AWS to adapt and grow

A bigger plate: Swiggy’s growth on AWS

Role models: How AI is improving diversity in
fashion

Kurly CEO and founder Sophie Kim shares her insight on
transforming her next-day grocery delivery service, Market
Kurly, with AWS. Learn how Kurly utilizes services from
Amazon EC2 to Amazon Personalize to tackle
hypergrowth and ever-changing market dynamics.

Over the last five years, Swiggy went through a hypergrowth
phase on AWS as the company expanded from online food
delivery to other categories. This talk describes three major
technical challenges that Swiggy faced while delivering a
“convenience as a service" platform.

What’s the key to the future of diversity and inclusion in the
fashion industry? According to Lalaland cofounder and CTO
Ugnius Rimsa , it’s AI. Learn how Lalaland uses services like
Amazon Cognito, Amazon SageMaker, Amazon Rekognition, and
more to generate human-like models that resemble real people
for virtual runways and e-commerce.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sophie Kim, CEO, Founder, Kurly

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Dale Vaz, CTO, Swiggy; Vijay Seshadri,
Distinguished Engineer, Swiggy

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ugnius Rimsa, CTO, Cofounder, Lalaland

STP206

STP208

STP210

Elevating customer experience with Decibel

What HackerOne has learned from years of
AWS bug bounties

Gro Intelligence on creating trust in the market

How do the world’s largest brands, like Lego, General
Motors, British Airways, and Allstate Insurance, find ways
to continually improve their customer experiences? They
use Decibel, an award-winning, machine learning–
powered platform that gives them tools to pinpoint
opportunities to elevate the customer experience.

In this session, HackerOne cofounder and security expert Jobert
Abma reviews high-severity bugs that surfaced in bug bounty
programs over the years for AWS applications. Jobert discusses
ways to avoid the bugs altogether, reducing the risk of
unintended broad access and building trust with the users of
the application.

We know the world’s biggest problems, like world hunger and
climate change, aren’t solved by individual action, but by
companies and governments acting at scale. In this talk, Gro
Intelligence CEO Sara Menker shares how Gro built its trusted
platform to create knowledge and insights to drive action on
these global issues by accessing, connecting, and opening up vast
and disparate data silos.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Kristian Keep, VP, Engineering, Decibel
Insights

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jobert Abma, Co-Founder, HackerOne

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sara Menker, CEO, Gro Intelligence

Search session catalog
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STORAGE

STG202

STG203

STG208

Now is the time: Move your workloads to
AWS storage

Break down data silos: Build a serverless data
lake on Amazon S3

Best practices for archiving large datasets with AWS

In this session, you learn how moving to Amazon S3,
Amazon EBS, Amazon FSx, or Amazon EFS provides better
business value. You also learn about how to manage costs
with cloud storage and the different methods of
migrating on-premises data to the cloud.

Flexibility, security, performance, and optimizing costs are key
when building and scaling a data lake. In this session, explore
the best practices for optimizing your storage, performance,
and costs when building a data lake in Amazon S3 and Amazon
S3 Glacier.

This session covers the unique challenges for managing cold
data as well as best practices for migrating your data into, and
restoring your data from, the Amazon S3 Glacier and Amazon S3
Glacier Deep Archive storage classes. You learn about different
options for ingesting and restoring your data at petabyte scale
while taking into consideration cost and different performance
tiers.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Robbie Wright, Principal Product
Marketing, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ganesh Sundaresan, Senior Storage Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Matt Jordan, Senior Software Development
Manager, Glacier, AWS

STG214

STG303

STG312

Supercharge your compute workloads:
Deep dive on Amazon FSx for Lustre + S3

Achieving unparalleled scale on Amazon S3:
Manage and analyze your data

Modernize your applications with containers using
Amazon EFS

Amazon FSx for Lustre is a fully managed, POSIXcompliant shared file system, integrated with Amazon S3.
In this session, learn common storage challenges with
running compute-intensive workloads. Come learn best
practices and see a demo of how you can maximize
compute resources while reducing total cost.

In this session, you learn how to use Amazon S3 management
features to help you better understand, optimize, and perform
actions across storage at scale. Learn how to create and
manage S3 Replication rules, run S3 Batch Operations,
configure Amazon S3 inventory and metrics, and more.

In this session, learn best practices for using fully managed
Amazon EFS to share data between containers. This session
includes a walk through of how to get started with Amazon EFS
for Amazon ECS, Amazon EKS, and AWS Fargate.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Darryl Osborne, Principal Solutions
Architect, File Services, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Lee Kear, Senior Storage Services Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jake Farrell, Senior Director of Engineering,
Acquia; Will Ochandarena, Principal Product Manager, Elastic File
System, AWS

Search session catalog

View the Leadership Session
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ADDITIONAL SESSIONS OF INTEREST

AMZ301

BLC201

BLD201

How Amazon.com automates cash
identification & matching with AWS AI/ML

What’s new in Amazon Managed Blockchain

Testing software and systems at Amazon

The Amazon Cash application service matches incoming
customer payments with accounts and open invoices,
while an email ingestion service (EIS) processes more than
1 million semi-structured and unstructured remittance
emails monthly. In this session, learn how this EIS
classifies the emails, extracts invoice data from the emails,
and then identifies the right invoices to close on Amazon
financial platforms.

Amazon Managed Blockchain is a fully managed service that
makes it easy for you to create and manage scalable blockchain
networks using popular open-source technologies. In this
session, explore components of blockchain technology, learn
about its benefits, discuss use cases, and do a deep dive into
capabilities and key innovations in Amazon Managed
Blockchain.

Amazon leverages automated testing to speed up delivery to
users and reduce customer-impacting events. Join this session to
learn Amazon’s approach to testing and discuss the economics of
automation and risk. You’ll walk away with a better understanding
of not just how and where to automate your tests but why.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Laxman Malladi, Software
Development Manager – Finance Technology, Amazon

FEATURED SPEAKER: Nihar Modi, Senior Product Manager –
Managed Blockchain, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Charlie Roberts, Senior Software Developer –
Test, AWS

MKT209

STG303

QCM201

Accelerate machine learning projects with
pretrained models

Achieving unparalleled scale on Amazon S3:
Manage and analyze your data

Is now the right time to explore quantum computing?

Insufficient enterprise AI adoption often happens due to
lack of time, data, and skills required to develop ML
models for solving your business problems. In this session,
learn how pretrained ML models—available in AWS
Marketplace and deployed with Amazon SageMaker—can
help you quickly add new ML features in your applications.

In this session, you learn how to use Amazon S3 management
features to help you better understand, optimize, and perform
actions across storage at scale. Learn how to create and
manage S3 Replication rules, run S3 Batch Operations,
configure Amazon S3 inventory and metrics, and more.

Quantum computing is a young and exciting field, but it’s hard to
know if, when, and how to get started. Join this session to learn
when it makes sense for your organization to start its quantum
computing journey. The session will provide a brief overview of
Amazon Braket and share lessons from the service’s early users.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Kanchan Waikar, Senior Partner
Solutions Architect - Marketplace, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Lee Kear, Senior Storage Services Solutions
Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Grant Salton, Research Scientist, AWS

Search session catalog
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Keynotes
Join our keynotes for the latest in AWS Cloud
computing and innovation.
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Andy Jassy
Keynote
CEO, Amazon Web Services
Live from Seattle, Andy Jassy takes the virtual
stage to share his insights and the latest news
about AWS customers, products, and services.

WEEK 1
TUESDAY, DEC. 1 | 8:00AM – 11:00AM (PST) AMERICAS: WATCH LIVE
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 2 | 8:00AM – 11:00AM (SGT) ASIA-PACIFIC
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 2 | 8:00AM – 11:00AM (GMT) EUROPE
All times subject to change.

Search session catalog
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AWS Partner
Keynote
with Doug Yeum,
Sandy Carter, and
Dave McCann
Don’t miss the live AWS Partner Keynote with Doug Yeum, head of
Worldwide Channels and Alliances; Sandy Carter, vice president,
Global Public Sector Partners and Programs; and Dave McCann, vice
president, AWS Migration, Marketplace, and Control Services, to
learn how AWS is helping partners modernize their businesses to
help their customers transform.
WEEK 1
THURSDAY, DEC. 3 | 8:00AM – 9:45AM (PST) AMERICAS: WATCH LIVE
FRIDAY, DEC. 4 | 8:00AM – 9:45AM (SGT) ASIA-PACIFIC
FRIDAY, DEC. 4 | 8:00AM – 9:45AM (GMT) EUROPE
All times subject to change.
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Machine Learning
Keynote
with Swami
Sivasubramanian
Join Swami Sivasubramanian for the first-ever Machine
Learning Keynote, live at re:Invent. Hear how AWS is freeing
builders to innovate on machine learning with the latest
developments in AWS machine learning, demos of new
technology, and insights from customers.
WEEK 2
TUESDAY, DEC. 8 | 8:00AM – 9:30AM (PST) AMERICAS: WATCH LIVE
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9 | 8:00AM – 9:30AM (SGT) ASIA-PACIFIC
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9 | 8:00AM – 9:30AM (GMT) EUROPE
All times subject to change.
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Infrastructure
Keynote
with Peter DeSantis
Live from Seattle, join Peter DeSantis, Senior Vice
President, Global Infrastructure and Customer
Support, to learn how AWS has optimized its cloud
infrastructure to run the world’s most demanding
workloads and give your business a competitive
edge.

WEEK 2
THURSDAY, DEC. 10 | 8:00AM – 9:00AM (PST) AMERICAS: WATCH LIVE
FRIDAY, DEC. 11 | 8:00AM – 9:00AM (SGT) ASIA-PACIFIC
FRIDAY, DEC. 11 | 8:00AM – 9:00AM (GMT) EUROPE
All times subject to change.
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Werner Vogels
Keynote
Vice President and CTO of Amazon.com
Join Dr. Werner Vogels as he goes behind the scenes to
show how Amazon is solving today’s hardest technology
problems. Based on his experience working with some of
the largest and most successful applications in the world,
Dr. Vogels shares his insights on building truly resilient
architectures and what that means for the future of
software development.

WEEK 3
TUESDAY, DEC. 15 | 8:00AM – 9:30AM (PST) AMERICAS: WATCH FIRST
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16 | 8:00AM – 9:30AM (SGT) ASIA-PACIFIC
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16 | 8:00AM – 9:30AM (GMT) EUROPE
All times subject to change.

Search session catalog
© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Leadership Sessions
Across the Leadership Sessions, you will hear
directly from AWS leaders as they share the
latest advances in AWS technologies, announce
future product direction, and motivate you
through compelling success stories.
OVER 3 WEEKS, WE WILL BRING YOU 18 SESSIONS THAT ARE 60 MINUTES LONG

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Leadership Sessions

Analytics
Rahul
Pathak
Vice President,
Analytics

Architecture
Rudy Valdez
Vice President,
Solutions Architecture
and Training &
Certification

AWS Public
Sector
Teresa Carlson
Vice President, Worldwide
Public Sector

Full Schedule Available Here

AWS Public
Sector Partners
Sandy Carter
Vice President,
Global Public Sector
Partners and Programs

Business
Compute
Applications
David Brown
Larry Augustin Vice President,
Vice President,
AWS Business
Application Services

Amazon EC2

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Leadership Sessions

Containers
Deepak Singh
Vice President,
Containers, Linux,
HPC, and Open
Source, AWS

Databases
Shawn Bice
Vice President,
AWS Databases

Edge
Bill Vass
Vice President of
Engineering, AWS

Full Schedule Available Here

Enterprise
Dave McCann
Vice President,
AWS Migration,
Marketplace, and
Control Services

IoT
Dirk
Didascalou
Vice President,
AWS IoT

Management
Tools &
Governance
Bill Vass
Vice President of
Engineering, AWS

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Leadership Sessions

Networking &
Content Delivery
Mayumi
Hiramatsu
Vice President,
EC2 Networking

Security, Identity Serverless
David
& Compliance
Richardson
Stephen E.
Vice President,
Schmidt
Serverless
Vice President & Chief
Information Security Officer

Full Schedule Available Here

Storage
Mai-Lan
Tomsen
Bukovec
Vice President,
AWS Block and
Object Storage

Training and
Certification
Maureen
Lonergan
Director of AWS
Training &
Certification

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Leadership Spotlight
When Boldness Matters in Critical Moments
Mai-Lan Tomsen Bukovec
Vice President, AWS Block and Object Storage
As companies face critical moments, often the difference between success and failure comes
down to how those at the top choose to meet these challenges. Join Mai-Lan Tomsen Bukovec
as she moderates a discussion on leading through change. The conversation will feature top
influencers in their industries - Eva Chen (co-founder and CEO of Trend Micro), Casey Coleman
(SVP, Salesforce and former CIO of GSA - US Government Administration), Shellye
Archambeau (Board member, Verizon), and Julie Cordura (CEO, Thorn.org). Panelists will share
how they led through pivotal critical moments such as setting up the first US government
agency to use the AWS cloud, building a leadership position in data security and cybersecurity
solutions, and using machine learning to combat child trafficking.

Full Schedule Available Here

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Communities
Get connected, expand your knowledge,
and access AWS experts online.
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Communities

Developer Lounge

Startups

We Power Tech

Builders’ Fair

The Dev Lounge will engage
developers, programmers, engineers,
builders, and future developers. Join
us here for presentations from AWS
community leaders and architectural
discussions about specific AWS
categories by knowledge level (100–
400). You can also come here to
discuss AWS product launches
following each Keynote.

Join thousands of startups this year
who are looking to make
connections, streamline ingenuity,
and add more good to the world.
Join in the Startup Community by
tuning in to lightning talks and
technical demos from startups from
all around the globe, and chat with
our AWS experts live to get all of
your questions answered.

We Power Tech is about you:
diverse builders who are changing
the world through tech. Together,
we are building a future of tech
that is diverse, inclusive, and
accessible. Join us to learn how
our global community of builders
are leveraging technology to
create inclusive products, services,
and programs.

The Builders’ Fair is a fun and
interactive way to learn how to
apply AWS services to real-world
use cases. Interact with our builders
to learn how the projects were
made, ask questions, and walk away
with the knowledge to build it
yourself. Explore the projects for
yourself during the 3 weeks of
re:Invent, and start building.
© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Partners & Sponsors
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Sponsors Global Partner Summit
Featuring over 150 AWS Partners, the
re:Invent sponsorship program connects
you to companies building and
managing solutions on AWS. Attendees
can view sessions, demos, and video
content relevant to their unique
preferences and engage in direct
conversations with re:Invent sponsors.

See full sponsor list

Learn how to leverage AWS services to build solutions for your customers, and explore
programs to help you differentiate your business and reach new customers faster.
If you’re not an AWS Partner, you’re welcome to watch GPS sessions to learn more about the
AWS Partner Network (APN) and to register to become an AWS Partner.

AWS Partner Keynote
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3

Don’t miss the live AWS Partner Keynote with Doug Yeum, head of Worldwide Channels and
Alliances; Sandy Carter, vice president, Global Public Sector Partners and Programs; and Dave
McCann, vice president, AWS Migration, Marketplace, and Control Services, to learn how AWS
is helping partners modernize their businesses to help their customers transform.

Leadership Sessions
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3

AWS Public Sector Partners, Sandy Carter
Enterprise, Dave McCann

Sessions
There will be 15 learning sessions dedicated to AWS Partners, each lasting 30 minutes.
Learn more about AWS Partners
© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Play
It wouldn’t be re:Invent without our quirky
culture. Every week, you’ll have access to new
quirky activities. Feel free to digest them on your
own time or gather your whole team to
participate together.
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Play
Amazon Fishbowl at re:Invent
Join us for intimate conversations with
top authors in varying areas of expertise,
offered in partnership with Amazon
Fishbowl. We will deliver one-of-a-kind
experiences for you—Fishbowls are
traditionally for Amazon employees only!
DJ Sets to Move and Groove
We all need to relax and enjoy the
moment. Throw on some music curated
just for re:Invent attendees and dance
your heart out.
Cable Detective Mystery Game
Test your re:Invent knowledge and try to
solve the mystery of who tangled all the
cables. There’s a perfect mix of trivia
questions and mini games throughout the
gameplay, so don’t miss it!

Quick Cooking Demos
In 10 minutes, we will bring you quick,
easy-to-follow recipes that you can
whip up in a flash, ranging from onepan dishes to the best chocolate chip
cookies you’ve ever tasted.
Movement Breaks
You deserve a break – take a few
minutes and rejuvenate with our desk
stretch series.

And Much More!

Obliteride at re:Invent
We are bringing Obliteride to re:Invent.
As an attendee, you will have the
opportunity to pick your favorite activity
to get moving and share your
experience on social media.

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Checklist
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Your Virtual re:Invent Checklist
 Register for re:Invent
 Visit reinvent.aws.com to stay up-to-date on announcements
 Connect with my AWS account team
 Add 5 Keynotes to my calendar
 Add 18 Leadership Sessions to my calendar

 Add Financial Services Sessions to my calendar
 Check out Other Recommended Sessions in the guide
 Review the AWS communities
 Connect with my colleagues to plan how to conquer the many hours of content
 Check out the play activities and add them to my calendar
 Follow Amazon Web Services on Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Contact the Team
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Contact the Team
Want to connect with a Financial Services expert?

AWS executive and regional business development
leaders
If you’d like to arrange a meeting with AWS subject matter experts,
please reach out to your account teams to coordinate. You can click on
the photos to access team member LinkedIn profiles.

Frank Fallon
Vice President, Head of Worldwide
Financial Services

Scott Mullins
Director, Head of Worldwide
Financial Services Business & Market
Development

Stephan Schmidt-Tank
Head of Financial Services Business
& Market Development for EMEA

Laurence Thiery
Head of Financial Services Business
& Market Development for Asia

Tetsuo Iida
Head of Financial Services Business
& Market Development for Japan

Fernando Corbi
Head of Financial Services Business
& Market Development for LATAM

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Contact the Team
Want to connect with a Financial Services expert?

AWS market segment and strategic program leaders
If you’d like to arrange a meeting with AWS subject matter experts,
please reach out to your account teams to coordinate. You can click
on the photos to access team member LinkedIn profiles.

Mark Smith
Head of Business & Market
Development for Payments

Scott Mullins
Director, Head of Worldwide
Financial Services Business & Market
Development

John Kain
Head of Business & Market
Development for Banking & Capital
Markets

Tony Jacob
Head of Business & Market
Development for Insurance

Jeff (Axe) Axelrad
Head of Financial Services
Compliance

Lynne Zeldenryk
Head of Financial Services Digital
Innovation

Steve Schick
Head of Financial Services Strategic
Programs

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Contact the Team
Want to connect with a Financial Services expert?

AWS partner leaders
If you’d like to arrange a meeting with AWS subject matter experts,
please reach out to your account teams to coordinate. You can click on
the photos to access team member LinkedIn profiles.

Ken Barnes
Global Financial Services ISV Partner
Leader

Charlie Sanderson
Global Alliances, FSI ISVs

Nilanshuk Haldar
Senior Partner Development
Manager

Vishal Arora
Consulting Partner Lead - Americas

Ryan Thomas
Worldwide Lead, Financial Services
Consulting Partners

Addy Dubhashi
EMEA Partner Practice Lead

© 2020, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

